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Abstract
This article is a continuation of the first Supplement published in "Suhayl"
4 (2004), 87-139 which contained additions and corrections to the book l
published in 2003 by the Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and
Culture (IRCICA) at Istanbul.
The abbreviations used are:
OALT: Ihsanoglu, E., Se~en, R., Izgi, c., Akpinar, C., & Fazlioglu,
I, Osmanli Astronomi Literaturu Tarihi (History ofAstronomy Literature
during the Ottoman Period). 2 vols. Istanbul: IRCICA, 1997. CCIn +
1146 pp.
OMLT: Ihsanoglu, E., Se~en, R., Izgi, C., Osmanli Matematik
Literaturu Tarihi (History ofMathematical Literature during the Ottoman
Period). 2 vols. Istanbul: IRCICA, 1999. CXII + 720 pp.
OCLT: Ihsanoglu, E., Se~en, R., Bekar, M.S.,Gunduz, G. & Furat,
Rosenfeld, B. & Ihsanog!u, E. Mathematicians, astronomers and other scholars of
Islamic civilisation and their works (7th -19th c.), Istanbul: IRCICA, 2003, 833 pp.
Suhayl 6 (2006) 9-79
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A.H., Osmanli Cografya Literaturu Tarihi (History of Geographical
Literature during the Ottoman Period). 2 vols. Istanbul: IRCICA, 2000.
LXXXIX + 912 pp.
OMULT: Ihsanoglu, E., Se~en, R., Bekar, M.S. & Gunduz, G.
Osmanli Musiki Literaturu Tarihi. Istanbul: IRCICA, 2003, LXXVII +
479 pp.
ABBREVIATIONS
Add to ACIHS (Actes du Congres International d'Histoire des Sciences)
(p. 9):
XXII (Beijing 2005), Beijing, 2005.
MAIN PART
§ 27 cfJMAR IBN AL-FARRUKHAN AL-TABARI
- A2 (p. 19): Research Bos & Burnett [1], 433-455.
§ 31. YAI.JYA IBN AB! MAN~iJR
- Al (p. 19): Add MS Leipzig (Univ. Vollers 821). Research: Van
Dalen [5].
§ 34. AL-I.JAJJAJ IBN MATAR
- See (p. 20): De Young [17] (in "Supplement 1") should be De
Young [17-18-19].
§ 41. MUl.JAMMAD AL-KHWARIZMI
- Ml (p. 22): Add - Research Folkerts [2].
- A5-A20 (pp.24-25): English translation and research: Charette &
Schmidl [1].
§ 67 AI.JMAD AL-FARGHANI
- A2 (p. 33). A2. Add- Edition, English translation and research by
Lorch: al-FarghanI [8].
§ 75. NlfAYM IBN SHAKIR
- Ml (p. 36): Research: Rashed & Houzel [1].
§ 79 YAcQiJB AL-KIND!
- Mt3 (p. 41): Bos & Burnett [1].
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§ 88 ABU MAcSHAR JAcFAR AL-BALKHl
- A4 (p. 44): edition of the Arabic text and the Latin translations by
Hermann of Carinthia and John of Seville in AbO Macshar [4].
§ 103. THABIT mN QURRA
- Add - MI6 and M17 (p. 51). Research: Rashed & Houzel [2]
§ 114. ISJ;IAQ ruN J.lUNAYN
- Add (p. 58): Edition of his translation of Aristotle's "Physics":
Aristotle [3].
§ 118 QUSTA ruN LUQA
- Add - Al (p. 59): Edition of the Latin translation in Lorch &
Martinez Gazquez [l]. Research on the Castilian Alfonsine translation
in Sams6 [47].
§ 124. ABU KAMIL AL-MI~Rl
- Ml Add (p. 61) Book of Algebra and Almucabala (Kitab al-jabr
wa 'l-muqabala). Edition by S. Chalhoub with German translation: Abu
Kamil [5].
§ 135 AL-FA.I?L AL-NAYRlZ!
- Ml (p. 63): Add - Research: Arnzen [1].
§ 174. mRAHIM mN SINAN
- A2 (p. 74). Editions, translations and research by Rashed & Bellosta
[1] and by Luckey & Hogendijk [1]. See the review of both editions
by S. Brentjes in ZGAIW 15, 2002-03, 323-332.
§ 175. AI;IMAD mN AL-QA~~ AL-TABARl
- AGl (p. 74): Add - Research Ducene [1].
§ 194. ABU JAcFAR AL-KHAZIN
- A2 (p. 82): Add - Research: Sams6 [28], Calvo [16].
§ 198. YAHYA mN cAD!
- Add: -PH9 ("Supplement 1" p. 91) should be "Corollaries on Place
and Void" - MS Leiden (Warn. 583, f. 68-70, 87- 90). Edition in
Aristotle [3] (316 -323,391-397] together with an Arabic translation of
Aristotle's Physics. Edition, English translation and research:
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Giannakis [2]. Criticism of John Philoponus' opinion on place and
void.
§ 226 IKHWAN AL-~AFA'
- El (p. 90): Research De Callataij [1].
§ 246. MUlJAMMAD AL-cADADI
ALfADHRI (or al-CUdhrI) should be AL-cADADf, a nisba which has also
been misread as al-cAdawI. There is no evidence that he was from Adra
(Almeria) and his other nisba al-Jabalr seems to be related to the chain of
mountains near Cordova.
- See (p. 94): Add Lirola & Puerta [1], 336-337.
- Ml and M2 (p. 94) seem to refer to the same work the complete title
of which is K. Mukhta~ar jamiC li-wujuh al-misa~a (A Comprehensive
Book which Contains a Summary of the Different Procedures to
Measure Surfaces). Edition and research Djebbar [18].
§ 256. ABD'L-WAFA' AL-BDZJANI
- M3 (p. 97): Add - Research Aghayani-Chavoshi [1].
§ 260. MOSA AL-NAWBAKHT
- Add - A2 Kitab al-azmina wa-l-duhar (On World Astrology, being
probably the theoretical part of AI). Edition, introduction and notes
by A. Labarta and astronomical commentary by A. Mestres in Miisa
ibn al-Nawbakht [2]. See also Miisa ibn al-Nawbakht [1] omitted in
M.A.S.I.C. and in "Supplement 1".
§ 277. AL-KfJHj
- See (in "Supplement 1" p. 92): Abgrall [2] should be Abgrall [2,4].
- Ml (p. 103). Add- Research: Berggren and van Brummelen [7].
- MI6 (p. 104): another edition, with French translation and research
in Abgrall [3].
- A2 (pp. 104-105): Edition and English translation Rashed [61].
- Ph2 (p. 105): Edition and English translation Rashed [61]; research
Berggren & van Brummelen [6].
§ 296. ABD SAciD AL-SIJzi
- M6 (p. 110). Add - Research: Crozet [2].
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§ 308 KOSHYAR mN LABBAN
- M1 (p. 118): Add - Research: Cecotti [1].
- Al (p. 118): Add - Research: Bagheri [3a].
§ 317 ABU cALl mN SINA
- See (pp. 122-123): Add Ragep, F.l. & S.P [1].
- Ph3 (p. 126): Add Vessel [1].
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§ 328 AL-I;IASAN mN AL-HAYTHAM
- PhI (p. 137): Add - Research: Smith [5a, 7]; Raynaud [1]; El-Bizri
[1].
§ 340. AL-JAYVANI
Add - A4 Risalafi matralJ al-shucaciit, A Treatise on the Projection of
[Astrological] Rays. Edition, Spanish translation and commentary in
Casulleras [6]. Research: Casulleras [5], Hogendijk [47].
§ 348. ABU'L-RAYJ.IAN AL-BIRUNi
- E2 (p. 145). Add - Research: Giannakis [3].
§ 353 cALl mN ABI'L-RIJAL
- A2 (p. 157). Spanish translation - Add Ibn AbI'I-Rijal [3].
§ 384a mN KHALAF AL-ISTIJI
Add:
- A3: Edition, English translation and research in Sams6 & Berrani
[2].
§391. AL-MU'TAMAN
- M1 (p. 162). Add: Hogendijk [44a].
§ 402. mRi\H1M AL-ZARQALI
- Ala (pp. 164-165; "Supplement I" pp. 97-98). Add - Research: Puig
[8]-[9] .
- A3 (p. 165; "Supplement I" p. 98). Add - Research: Puig [8]-[9].
§ 420. KHAYVAM
- See (p. 168): Add - Kondyreva [1], Rosenfeld and Yushkevich [13].
- M3. (p. 169). Vitrac [1] (in "Supplement I" pp. 98-99) should be
Vitrac [1-2]. Add Vahabzadeh [3].
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- Russian translations by Rosenfeld of treatises AI, PH 1 c, d, e are
reedited in Khayyam [35], pp. 255-307, 427-452.
- Ll. Russian translations by Sedykh and Kushner - Khayyam [36]
2004.
§ 436 MUHAMMAD IBN BAJJA
- See (p. 174): Add - Forcada [10].
Add (p. 183):
§ 479b AJ:.IMAD B. MUIJAMMAD AL-YAl;I~UBi
Andalusian folk-astronomer of the Almohad period. No biographical
information is available. His nisba al-YaI:t~ubI might refer to QalCat
Yal:I~iib (near Granada). He also has a second nisba, al-Qur!ubI, related
to Cordova.
- AI:Explanation of the Procedure to Determine the Beginning of
Months and Years (K. al-Tabyfn fi maCrifat dukhul al-shuhur wa'l-
sinfn). Treatise on folk astronomy extant in a MS of a private library
in Morocco belonging to CAbd al-Na~ir NajI. The Tabyfn was written
between 1156 and 1162. Edition and research in QadiirI [1].
§ 487 AL-SAMAw'AL AL-MAGHRIBi
- Al (p. 185): Add - Research: Berggren & van Brummelen [6].
§ 512. IBN RUSHD
- M1 (p. 190): Add - Research: Ehrig-Eggert [1].
§ 526. NOR AL-DiN AL-BITRUJi
- Al. Add: This treatise contains criticism of Ptolemaic planetary
theory.
§ 534. MOSES MAIMONIDES
- PHI. "Hebrew Letters" should be "Hebrew characters".
§ 606 NASiR AL-DiN AL-Tusi
. .
- AlO (pp. 216-217): Add - Research: Ragep [7a].
- A14 (p. 217): Add - Research: Kunitzsch [63].
- Ph1-Ph2 (p. 218): Add - Research: Kheirandish [3].
§ 608. BADR AL-DiN AL-FARIsi
- See (p. 219): Add King [30], 23-26.
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- A5 (pp. 219-220): Add - Research: Kunitzsch & Langermann [1].
§ 612. IBN SARTAQ AL-MARAGHI
- Ml. Add - Research: Hogendijk [44a].
§ 635. MUHYI AL-DIN AL-MAGHRIBI
- A1. (p. 227, "Supplement 1" pp. 100-101). Add - MSS: Barcelona
(1). Research: Dorce [1] should be research of methods of
computation. Add - General research: Dorce [0].
- A2. Add: = Abridgement of the Almagest (Talkhf~ al-Majis[i).
- All. Add English title: Book on the Answer to questions related to
the situation of the consultant.
- A12. Add English title: Sufficiently Useful.
Insert (p. 232):
§ 659a NAJM AL-DIN AL-MI~RI
Najm aI-DIn Abu cAbd Allah Mu1)ammad ibn Mu1)ammad ibn IbrahIm al-
Mi~rI, Egyptian astronomer of the 13tll_14tl1 c., who worked in Cairo and
possibly in Aleppo.
- See: MAA (460) (where two different individuals are confused: see
below § 954); King,[9] [31], [40] (C16, p. 58), [41] no. 2, [83], pp.
69-71 and passim; Charette [1] and [2].
- AI: Treatise on the universal operations [of timekeeping] by
calculation (al-Risala al-lfisabiyya jf'l-acmai al-ajaqiyya) - Milan
(Ambrosiana 227a, 85v-97r), copied in 1386. Treatise on spherical
astronomy.
- A2: Abridgement of the treatise on finding the prayer times without
an instrument (lkhti~ar al-maqaia jf maCrifat al-awqat bi-ghayr ala) -
Istanbul (SM Hamidiye 1453, 228v-230r). A summary of approximate
arithmetical procedures for solving timekeeping problems for the
latitude of Cairo.
- A3: Tables of Time-arc (Jadawil al-da'ir). Only one MS, probably
an autograph (copied before 736h/ 1335-36), split between two
collections: the first half preserved in Cairo (NL Mu~!afli Fa<;lil mrqat
132, 234 ft) and the second in Oxford (Bodleian Marsh 672, 185 ft).
419 ff of tables containing almost 415000 entries. A set of instructions
on the use of the tables is preserved in MS Dublin Chester Beatty,
Persian 102, ff. 1r-24r. The tables solve all kinds of problems of
spherical astronomy for all latitudes. Research Charette [1].
- A4: On astronomical instruments (Pr'l-aiat allalakiyya) - MS Dublin
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Chester Beatty, Persian 102, ff. 28-99; a second, incomplete, MS was
auctioned at Christie's (London) in 2000 and its present location is
unknown. Both MSS contain large-format of excellent illustrations of
the astronomical instruments described. This work was formerly
attributed to Ibn al-Sarrl'ij (§ 732, p. 250). It contains descriptions of
all kinds of exotic astrolabes, universal instruments, horary quadrants
and fixed and portable dials, trigonometric and observational
instruments. Edition, English translation and research in Charette [2].
§ 668 QUTB AL-DIN AL-SHlRAZI
- A3 (p. 234): edition, translation and research of Book 2, chapter 8
in Morrison [2].
§ 670 ffiN AL-RAQQAM
- A2a ("Supplement 1" p. 101): Add - partial edition and research in
cAbd al-Ral).man [2].
- A3 (p. 235): the complete title is "Astronomical handbook with
tables which returns fully the great amount acquired as a result of gift
and generous fortune" (al-Zlj al-Mustawft li-ma lJaza min al-bas? wa
1-lJa:{.:{. al-awfar wa l-qis? al-awfa). Add MSS - Rabat (General Library
4157, as well as a fragment on the equation of time in 4156), Tunis
(Nat. Library 11018, col. Ahl).madiyya: old no. 5584). Research: Diaz
Fajardo [2].
Add:
- A6: Taqyrd ft l-camal bi kurat al-as?urlab ("Notes on the use of the
spherical astrolabe"): - Rabat (General Library 4155).
§ 696. ffiN AL-BANNA'
- Ml. (p. 242). Russian translation by Rozhanskaya & al-Harnza: Ibn
al-Banna' [4]. Research: Rozhanskaya and al-Harnza [1] should be
Rozhanskaya and al-Harnza [1-2].
- Add: A14 (p. 243). Book on timekeeping by reckoning (Kitab ftcilm
al-awqat bi'I-lJisab) - Rabat (Hasan 10783). Edition: KhattabI [1].
Research: Calvo [15].
§ 750. cALA' AL-DIN ffiN AL-SHApR
- A32. (p. 256) "Cairo (V 272)" should read "There is commentary on
this treatise: (No 1040, A4) of al-CUthmanI".
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§ 790. cABD AL-RAI}MAN AL-JADARI
- A2. (p. 266) [Astronomical Poem] - Madrid (341/6) = AI, "The
Blooming garden on the science of timekeeping in night and daytime
(Rawq.at al-azhiir ft cilm waqt al-Iayl wa'l-nahiir). Poem on
timekeeping.
- Replace A2. by "Collecting flowers from the blooming garden"
(Iqti(tif al-anwtir min rawq.at al -azhiir) - Madrid (341/6), Rabat
(Hasan 8796, 10410). Edition: KhagabI [1]. Research: Calvo [15].
Abridgement of poem Al.
790a. ABU CABD ALLAH AL-BAQQAR
- A2. ("Supplement 1" pp. 103-104): edition presented as a Ph.D.
diss. in the University of Barcelona in 2005 by Chedly Guesmi.
§ 802. AL-KASHl
- See (p. 269): add - Azarian [0].
- MI. (pp. 269-270). Add: Research - Hogendijk [46].
- M4. (p. 270). Add: Research - Azarian [2].
- AI. (pp. 270-271). Add: Research - Kennedy [60a].
§ 807. AL-MARAGHl
- Mu1-Mu4. Delete (in "Suplement 1", p. 105) : Add manuscripts
quoted in OMULT (No 3).
- Mu1 (p. 272) should be "Commentary on the Book of Cycles" (Shar~
Kittib al-Adwtir). P - Istanbul (Balad. O. 24, No 3651/1, TA 63, TK
3470), Longboat Key (235), Shiraz (29),Tehran (Malik 1472, 6295,
Sipahsalar 565/1). It is a commentary on the work (No 641, Mu1) of
al-Urmawl.
- Mu2 (p. 272). Add: P - Istanbul (Balad. 0.58, TA 62 , TK
3651/2). "No 3651" should be "No 3651/2".
- Mu3 (p. 272). Add: P - Istanbul (No 365611, TA 59, TK Revan
Kosk 1726), Mashhed (6454), Oxford (264, 385), Tehran (Malik
83211, 1649, 1656, Univ. 3203).
- Mu4 (p. 272). Add: P - Istanbul (Balad. 0.57), Tehran (Malik
6317). "No 3651,3656" should be "No 3651/3,3656/2".
- Delete Mu4 and Mu5 in "Supplement 1" (p. 105).
Add § 807a. JOSEPH IBN JOSEPH IBN NAHMIAS
Joseph ibn Joseph ibn Nahmias (14-15th c.), Andalusian Jewish
astronomer and astrologer.
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- See: Morrison [1], Sabra [30], Steinschneider [11] (167).
- Al. Light of the World (Nur ai-ca/am) - Rome (Vat. Ebr. 392, ff.
51-88), Arabic text written in Hebrew characters. Criticism of
Ptolemaic planetary theory.
§808. QA.I;>i-ZA.DA AL-RUMI
- M2 (p. 273). Add: MSS - Adana (189/1 ,246), Alexandria (5361,
Balad 2821, 8180), Ankara (Cebeci 1836, Halk 1367,1484, 4100,
Milli 1559, 4814/3, 4874), Baghdad (816, 3171/1, 5177, 5374,
5729/2, 7073, 7716, 9132/1, 10492/1, 10523/1, 12753, 15784,
15850, 15882, 16213, 19186/3, 19433, 19751/1, 19753, 20358,
22537, 24204/2, 24410/1, 25049/2, 25112, 25282, 27128, 28524,
30025, Awqaf 5428, HE 13740/81, Qadir (1276/1, 1285), Balikesir
(192), Beirut (Amer. Univ. 513/1,686), Bursa (4821/2), Cairo (TalCat
502/2, Teymur. riya<;la 143), Chorum (3043, 3064), Diyarbakir
(18412, 282/2, 406/3, 1565/1, 1880), Erzurum (27012), Eskishehir
(77/1), Hamadan (1389), Istanbul (AM 3031, ArM 585/3, Atif 1706,
1715/1, BU 4596, 4662/1, Veliyeddin 1612, 2322, 2323/1, 2324;
Kandilli 7412, 153/3, Kopriilii 93912, 1586/3, Millet Ali Emiri 2732/1,
2734, NO 969, 2936, 2968/1, 2970, 4913/7, Ragib 1468/3, SM AN
47/3, Amca-zade 302, AS 2640/3, 2661/3, 271212, 2743, 2744,
2745/4, Beshir Aga 438/1, Carulla 1452, 148612, Corlulu 339,
Darulmesnevi 346, Esat 122/1, 3787/45, Fatih 5330/1, Hafid 454/5,
458/2, 468/4, Halet 530, Hamid 88/2,1449, 1450/5, Harput 1612,
Hasan Husnu 1256/1, Hekimoglu 851/2, Kasideci-zade 543, Laleli
2135/2, ME 5727, Nasuhi Dergahi 213/2, Selim Aga 733/1, 742/1,
Serez 3854/1, 385512, 3882/1, TV 216/2, YB 1344, 1351/1, Yozgat
610/1, 706/1; TK 3450, Haz. 607; Univ. Arab(83/3, 324, 807),
Uskudar(70), Izmir (497/1, 807/2,1912), Kastamonu (504/5,1074/2),
Konya (Bolge 967/2, Koyunoglu 12606, Yusuf Aga 38/2, 63612,
5002/4, 6395, 7109/5), Kutahya (304/3,305/1), Lahore (Pub1.197),
Malatya (340912,3671), Manisa (1691,1707,2983/8,6587/1,8231),
Mashhad (542), Medina (CArif I:Iikmat 2876 -2878, Mal!miid. 2484),
Mosul (al-Awqaf 29, 32/16, al-Jaln! 75/25, Jamic aI-Nab! 28/19 ,
Rizvan 87/18). Qumm (Ayatolla Res. 538/1, 335312), Tehran (6661/1,
1050012, Senat 211/2), Tunis (Nat. 7831).
- M5 (p. 273). "The complete list is given in OMLT" should be
"Gaziantep (22512), Istanbul (SM Sehid 1989/4, TK 1878/8)".
- M7 (p. 273). "Esad Efendi" should be "Istanbul SM Esat". "The
complete list is given in OMLT" should be "Diyarbakir (1804/2),
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Hamadan (7702/15)".
- Add: M8. Concise commentary by ~alal). aI-DIn on the science of
arithmetic (Sharl} al-Mukhta~ar al-$alal}iyya jrCilm al-1f.isab) - Istanbul
(SM Sehid 1992/2)
- Add: M9. Commentary on the treatise by al-l:Iusayn (Sharl} al-Risala
li'l-Husayn) - Kastamonu (1554/2).
- Al (p. 273). Add MSS : Adana ( 56311,769/2,783), Afyon
(1761311), Amasya (1021/1, 1054/1), Ankara (Halk 601/3, 148011,
1659, Milli 799/2, 889, 1084/2, 1785, 2335/1-2, 2432/5, 3184,
4851/1, Antalya (276911, 277411-2, Akseki 304/3), Baghdad (225/2,
1034/1, 142211, 3847/1, 5776/4, 7190, 8419, 8619, 9132/3, 10559,
10079, 10101/2, 10526, 10559, 1057811,10580, 13526, 1369111,
14425/3, 15597, 15753, 17341/1, 18756/2, 20407, 20545, 21160,
23018, 23941, 24157, 25575, 25887/1, 25908, 26177, 26239/2,
28751,30053,30291, 30616/1, 30629, 30744, 33194, 33265, Qadir
1275), Balikeshir (1020/1, Dursun Bey105), Berlin (1847a-b), Beirut
(Amer. Univ. 520), Burdur (1851), Bursa (4831/3, Hiiseyin Chelebi
734-735, Ulucami 2401), Chorum (3026, 5519), Cankiri (67),
Damascus (Zahir. 3107,3110, 7878), Diyarbakir (404, 47917), Edirne
(504,532,4777/27), Erzurum (166,17011,901/2), Istanbul (ArM 570,
571,572/2,574/3,1088, BU 4615,4663 - 4666, Veliyeddin 2314/1-
2,2315, Kandilli 136/3, 13711, 153/2, Kopriilii 350/1,938/1, Millet
Ali Emiri 2723 - 2724, Feyzulla 1345, Murad Molla 141311, 1414/2,
NO 2936/1,2937,2953,2959/2, Ragip 924, SM Amca-zade 353, AS
2657-2658, 2659/1, 2661-2662, 2745, Bagdadli Vehbi 845/2, Besir
Aga 439/2, Carulla 1488/1,1489/1, Darulmesnevi 247/1, Erzincan
114, Esat12311, 2056, Fatih 3401/1,3402,3404-3407, Giresun 150,
Hafid 29, Halet 329/2, Hamid 86411, 866/1, Harput 284/1, Hasan
Husnu 1294/3, Hekimoglu 851/1, Izmir 49811, Kasidecizade 447,
Kilic 679, Laleli 2130,213211,213511,2184, Mahmud 5685,6517,
Mihrisah 331/2, Nasuhi Dergahi 213/1, Nafiz 1272, Pertev 380/1,
Selim 733/2, Yozgat 706/4, Yusuf Aga 308/4, YB 543, 1341/1,
1350/1; Tech. Univ. 1,1311, TK 3205/2,3293,3297/2,3301/2,3303,
3331/1,3344/1, Emanci 1703, Haz. 449, 450; Univ., Arab 207,498,
1353), Izmir (Milli 35/98, 16633, Necip 462), Kabul (Museum 117),
Kastamonu (213/5, 392/3, 1369, 144711, 2671), Kayseri (1211,
122111, 122711), Konya (Bolge 96711, Koyunoglu 12104, Yusuf Aga
38/1, 5002/1, 6737, 709511, 8490/1, 987211, Kutahya (736, 786/2,
819), Lahore (Publ. 199), Malatya (530/6,), Manisa (997, 1696/1-2
1698/1,1737,6503,6716/3,842411, Akhisar 12, 86), Mashhad (557,
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12016, 12236), Mosul (al-Jalili 67/25, Rizvan. 77/18), Princeton
(Suppl. 790, 1807), Qumm (Ayatolla Res. 2660, 3362/1), Tehran
(7179, 10456, 10603, 10612, 11566, 14284/2, Senat 14997, Univ.
8738/2, Ilab. 78 d, 250 d, 490 d/3, 654 d/3), Thesalonika 138/3,
Yazd (17399, 25538/2).
- A2 (p. 274). Delete "Supercommentary on the Book of Almagest
(lfashiya cala Kitab al-Majis{i)".
- Add: A2a. Supercommentary on the Book of Almagest (lfashiya cala
Kitab al-Majis{i) - London (Ind. B 53). Supercommentary on the
commentary by al-NaysaburI (§ 686, A2) on al-TusT's Ta~rfr al-
Majiis{r(§ 606, AI, p. 215).
- A10 (p. 274). "is mentioned in OALT" should be replaced by "-
Cairo (116/10)".
§ 809. AJ.lMAD AL-DAcI
- Al (p. 274). Add (T). Delete "In addition to those stated above 23
manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT". Add MSS : Ankara
(Ismail 355), Cairo (TalCat falak 40/2, mIqat 133/4) , Chorum
(3018/6), Istanbul (Deniz Muzesi 3632, Kandilli 371/2, Millet Ali
Emiri 215, Muallim Cevdet 2932/1, NO 4921,4971/17, SM Bagdadli
Vehbi 2120/4, Esat 3569/6, Hafid 20502, Mahmud 5715, 5716/1,
Tirnovali 1852/1; Univ. Turk. 1366, 9807/1, 9933, YB 1348/6 ),
Izmir (496, 501/1)
- A2 (p. 274). Add (T).
§ 816. ULUGH BEG
- M1 (p. 278). MS "Istanbul (Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/3)" should be
"Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/3)". Add. Erroneous research: Savadi
[1] .
§ 817. AL-MANTA~AVI
- A2 (p. 279). Add (P). Delete "is mentioned in OALT". Add MSS:
Berlin (326/1), London (lnd. 2356/1), S1. Petersburg (Na1. 317/3).
§ 820. J;lUSAYN QONAwI
- Al (p. 279). "is mentioned in OALT and OM" should be "is
mentioned in OM".
§ 821. KHAYR AL-DIN KHALIL mN mRAHlM
- M1 (p. 279). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
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MSS : Ankara (Milli 1532, 4050),Bursa (Haracc 1184), Istanbul (ArM
616, SM Esat 3158/1, Esmahan 29, Halet 221/4, Sehid 1973, 1978/2),
- M2 (p. 280). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MS: Istanbul (SM Sehid 1993).
- Add: M3. Treatise on Algebra and Almucabala (Risala-yi Jabr u
Muqabala) P. - Istanbul (NO 2980/2).
§ 842. cIZZ AL-DIN AL-WAFAcI
- See (p. 283): delete "OALT (332)".
§ 843. AHMAD BIJAN
- AGl (p. 285). Add MSS: Afyon (17170), Ankara Milli 2476,2676,
2757, 438811), Antalya (2941/2), Berlin (Oct.2530, 2777), Cairo
(Univ. Turk. 6982), Istanbul (NO 3022, SM Fatih 2615, Mahmud
1856,1900, Serez 1641; TK Haz. 426-427, Revan 1656; Univ., Turk.
2249, 2337, 5874, 6695, 6702, 6742-6743), Kayseri (Rasid 1328),
Konya (Koyunoglu 10204,10962), Paris (206), Rome (Vat.Turk.305).
- AG 2 (p. 285). Add MSS: Ankara (Milli 302811), Antalya
(Tekelioglu 775), Berlin (177, 181, Quart 1988/7), Chorum (3169),
Istanbul (BU 5498, 8048, Millet Ali Emiri 561, Muallim Cevdet 370,
SM Besir Aga 656/32, Esat 2498/3, Husrev 431, Laleli 372211,
Mahmud 489912,5392, YB 2004; Univ. Turk. 648, 6764), Izmir
(50/52,739 -740), Kayseri (69,26098), Kutahya (386/1,473/2,68912,
Vahid 2180), Rome (Vat. Borg .27, Turk. 269), Vienna (1443).
§ 845. CALl AL-QUSHJI
- Ml (p. 286). "Treatise" should be "Treatise for Mu1?ammad".
"Ayasofya (2733/2), Laleli (271512)" should be "Istanbul (SM AS
273312, Laleli 271512)". "Azhar (354)" should be "Cairo (Azhar
354)". Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add MSS :
Adana (828/6), Aleppo (A1?mad. 1456), Ankara (Ismail 962, Milli
4834/5), Istanbul (SM AS 2733/2, Kilic 683, Laleli 2715/2, 2766/4,
Pertev 623/22; TK Emanci 199511), Konya (Yusuf Aga 9872/3),
Manisa (1754, 800911).
- M2 (p. 286). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add P.
"Istanbul AS 2640, 2723" should be "264012, 2733/3". Add MSS -
Ankara (Milli 4851/3), Chorum (3060/2), Hamadan (136/2), Istanbul
(ArM 896/9, BU Veliyeddin 231612, Millet Ali Emiri 289, Feyzulla
1337/3; NO 2904/1,491309, SM AS 2754/2,3336/3, Esmahan 295/1,
Hamid. 875/1, Kilic 683/4, Laleli 56/7, 2766, 2766/3; Univ. Pers.
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1082), Kayseri (1119/5), Leiden (205), Mashhad (76-77, 627/17,
529911, 5523, 7674/1, 8569), Oxford (14/5), Qumm (Ayatolla Res.
538/3, 1367/8, 2464/1,3, 7202/2, 925111, 952411, 995116), Tehran
(5906,9818/3,1096411, Malik 4137/32, Univ. 84/5, 8207/1, 8737/1,
IIah 697), Yazd (1082, 1365917).
- M6 (p. 286): Treatise [establishing] that all that can be known using
the theorem replacing [the theorem on] the complete quadrilateral [al-
shakl al-mugnf can al-qanaj and the tangents' law [al-shakl al-:{.illr]
can [also] be determined by ruler and compass without arithmetical
computations (Risala jr anna kull ma yustaClamu bi'l-shaklayn al-
mughnf wa 'l-:{.illf yumkin an yustaClama bi'l-mis[ara wa'l-jirjar min
ghayr l}isab). -Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/4), Istanbul (SM Carulla
2060). The termjirjar is an Arabic transliteration of the Persian word
pirgar. This treatise is considered in both OMLT and OALT.
- M6 becomes M6a (p. 286). "Commentary on" should be
"Supplement to". Delete "It is mentioned in OMLT (25)".
- M8 (p. 286). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT";
"fi'lmuthallathat should be "fi'l-muthallathat". Add MS: Bursa
(Hiiseyin Chelebi 751110).
- M9 (p. 286). "[On a Geometric Problem]" should be "Treatise
[establishing] that an acute angle becomes an obtuse one, if we
consider that its two sides are subjected to a constant motion (Risala
jr 'l-zawiya al-l}adda idha juriq.a l}araka abadiyya q.ilCay-ha tal}~ulu
zawiya munjarija) " . Add MS: Istanbul (SM Laleli 2233/4).
- Al (pp. 286-287). Delete "In addition to those stated above, 41
manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT". "Ayasofya" should be
"Istanbul (SM AS)". Add MSS : Ankara (Ismail 2384, Milli 2202/3,
222012), Afyon (1760612), Balikesir (348/3), Bursa (Haracc 116712),
Cairo (TalCat 26/3), Chorum (3060/1), Cambridge (Sup. 687),
Diyarbakir (96512), Edirne (Selim. 4011), Hamadan (136/3), Istanbul
(ArM 564-565, BU Veliyeddin 2306,2307/1, Koprulu 1583114, Millet
Ali Emiri 274, 30917, Feyzulla 1334/2, 1337/2, 2144/4, Murad Molla
1413; NO 289911, SM AS 275411, Laleli 3674/8, Reisulkuttab 1192/6,
Yusuf Aga 308/2; Tech. Univ.lO, 8836, TIEM 2086, TK Revan kosk
1718), Kastamonu (139811), Kutahya (Vahid 784, 797,965/2), Manisa
(1747, 3423, 5348/3, 7895/3), Mashhad (12102, 12208/2,12248,
12250), Paris (Pers.1393), Patna (3590), Qumm (Ayatolla Res. 43/2,
5158), Tehran (518712, 5444, 828411, Senat 46211, Univ. 8380,
840512, 8639, IIah. 60 d/1, 82 b12,190 c/1, 516 dl1), Yazd (838,
863/6,7430,16784,18074, 18749,2384113).
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C. 23
- A2 (p. 287). Add MSS : Amasya (1791/5), Istanbul (Kandilli 122/1,
SM Halet 538, Yeni Cami1l76/22 ; Tech. Univ. 8), Konya
(Koyunoglu 11359, Yusuf Aga 5002/2), Qumm (Ayatolla Res.890).
- A3 (p. 287). Add MSS : Amasya (1635/2), Istanbul (ArM 544,
Millet Ali Emiri 890, Feyzulla 1340,1342; SM Carulla 1493, Hasan
Husnu 1285, Sehid 2761/4; TK 3503), Tehran (13227).
- A6 (p. 287) should be: Useful on the Problems of Mercury (Fa'ida
jF Ashkal cU(arid) - Istanbul (TK 3483/24). Treatise on the motion of
Mercury.
- A7 (p. 287). Add the English title: Treatise that an exterior element
can be found in the two interior [planets]. MS "Istanbul (SM Hiiseyin
Chelebi 751/8)" should be "Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/8)". Add the
"exterior element" is ether, according to the opinion of ancient and
medieval scholars.
- A8 (p. 287). The title seems to refer to the fact that the stations
(wuquj) of planets can be explained by an excentric motion or by an
epicyclic one. MS "Istanbul (SM Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/5)" should be
"Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi 751/5)". Add: According to Apollonius and
Ptolemy an epicycle moving on a concentric deferent is equivalent to
a motion of the planet on an eccentric circle.
- A9 (p. 287). Add the English title: Treatise on the solution of the
problems of the Moon's equant. MSS "Istanbul (SM Hiiseyin Chelebi
751/7, Ill. Ahmed 3483/24)" should be "Bursa (Huseyn Chelebi
751/7), Istanbul (TK 3483/24)".
- AlO (p. 287) should be deleted since it coincides with MA2, and
should be replaced by:
- AlO. Commentary on the Royal Gift on Astronomy (Shar~ al-TulJ!a
al-Shtihiyya jr'l- Hay'a) - Baghdad (6271), Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi
(750), Cairo (4265), Istanbul (SM AS 3643, Carulla 1461/1,2060/1;
TK 3304). Commentary on Qu!b aI-DIn al-ShIrazT's work of this title
(§ 668, A3, p. 234).
- All (p. 287) should be deleted.
§ 854. BALl MUNAJJIM
- Al (p. 289). "Quadrature" should be "Quadrant".
§ 858. YOSUF SINAN-pAsHA
- MI (p. 290). "[Commentary on Geometric section in "Treatise of
Conquest" ofCAlT al-QushjT]" should be "Treatise on the Proofs oftwo
Geometrical Problems" (Ristila jF bayan mas 'alatayn handasiyyatayn)
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Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add MSS: Istanbul (SM
Carulla 1465/2), Izmir (Milli 893/2).
- A2 (p. 290). "Baghdad (AI-Matl].af aVIraqI 17113)" should be
"Baghdad (17113)", "Istanbul (Ill Ahmed 3299)" should be "Istanbul
(TK 3299)". Add MSS: Kayseri (1234),Tehran (Senat 460).
§ 865. AL-QALA~ADi
- "See" in "Supplement 1" (p. 106) should be replaced by "Marin
[1]" .
Add:- HSl. Travel in search of science (Rif}la fl (alab al-Cilm).
Edition by Abl1'I-Ajfiin: al-Qala~adI [4]. Research: Marin [1]. In this
work the travel of young al-Qala~adI in 1436-1451 from Tlemcen to
Mecca and from Mecca to Almeria is described. During this travel al-
Qala~adI met many mathematicians as well as other scholars.
§ 871. MUHAMMAD AL-NlLSARI
- Al (p. 293). "Istanbul (AS" should be "Istanbul (SM AS". "Istanbul
(Ill. Ahmed" should be "Istanbul (TK".
§ 872. MU~TAFA AL-QONAwI
- Al (p. 293). "Istanbul (SM Yeniler 1693, Univ. TY 661)" should be
"Istanbul (TK Yeniler 1693, Univ. Turk. 661)".
- A2 (p. 293). "Prescription" should be "Prediction".
- A3 (p. 293) should be "Prophecy of Sheikh Wafa on Eclipses,
Earthquakes, Rain, Lightning, and Other Celestial Events (Malf}ama-yi
Sheikh Wafafi'l-Kusufwa 'l-7.alzala wa 'l-Ma(ar wa 'l-Bard wa'l-AlJwtil
al-Jawwiyya al- Ukhra) - Istanbul (TK Yeniler 302/1)".
- A4 (p. 293). Add. English title: Treatise on the Sine Quadrant.
"Cerrahpa~a" should be "Univ. Tip Fakultesi".
§ 873. SIBT AL-MARIDiNi
- Add - M7 (p. 294). Edition: Sib~ al-MaridInI [4].
- A7: al-Ristila al-fatlJiyya should be "The introductory treatise" or the
"Treatise of Fath aI-DIn".
§ 883. YAJ;IYA AL-RIFAci
- Al (p. 300). Add English title: Arabization of ZIj of Ulugh Beg.
"Baghdad (AI-Matl].af al-CIraqI 10276)" should be "Baghdad 102760".
"Cairo (Dar al-Kutub rnIqat 756" should be "Cairo (mIqat 756".
"Istanbul (Selim Aga 728, SM Esad Efendi 1993)" should be "Istanbul
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(SM Esat 1993; Uskudar (728)". Delete "(In adition to those stated
above 11 manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT)".
§ 884. YUSUF AL-QITTAJI
- Al (p. 300). Add MSS: Cairo (mIqat 74, 500, 632/1, 121012).
- A2 (p. 300). Add English title: Introduction to the Knowledge of an
Improvement in the Reading of the Calendar. "Murad Buhari 262/2"
should be "Istanbul (Murad Buhari 262/2)".
§ 888. SHAMS AL-DIN AL-SUFI AL-MISRI
. .
- See (p. 301): Delete "GAL (11 of ed. of 1902 (128-129), MAMS (11
548)".
- Al (p. 301). "Suleymaniye" should be "SM". Add MSS: Cairo
(Fa<,lil majlis 7/3), Istanbul (SM Hafid 196), Jerusalem (Khalid. 14),
Konya (Yusuf Aga 9956), Leiden (2802).
- A16 (p. 301). "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz.".
- A26 (p. 302) should be M3. "Extreme Extent" should be "Maximum
Rank". Add MSS: Baghdad (Awqaf 5429/2), Cairo (Fa<,lil mIqat 240).
Add: Revision of the work (§ 873, M4, p. 294) of Sibt al-MaridlnI
with the same title.
- A31 (p. 302) should be "Revised use of the winged quadrant" (al-
camal al-mu~alJlJalJ bi'l-rubc al-mujannalJ) - Berlin (5844), Edirne
(Selim. 253/1), Manisa (2967/5), Tehran (9589/2)".
- A32 (p. 302) should be "A calculated table of the position of the
lunar nodes for a longitude of 54° 55' according to the new
observations by Ulugh Beg (Jadwal muqawwam al-Jawzahtir li (ul ND
NH cala al-ra~ad al-jadfd li Ulugh Beg) - Istanbul (NO 2929/7).
- A33 (p. 302). Add English title: Astrological Tables.
- A34 (p. 302). Add English title: Brilliant jewels on the use of the
almucantar quadrant. "fi aI-cArnal" should be "fi'l-camal".
- A35 (p. 302). Add English title: Rule containing the computation of
the solar eclipse which will take place on Monday 19 ShaCban 934.
- A36 (p. 302). Should be deleted since it coincides with M2.
- A37 (p. 302). Should be deleted since it coincides with Mel.
- A38 (p. 302) should be A36. Add English title: An exhaustive
treatise on the use of the "breast of the goose" and "the wing of the
raven". "fi aI-carnal" should be "fi'l-camal". Add: Treatise on two
astronomical instruments.
- A39 (p. 302) should be A37. Add English title: A detailed treatment
of the use of the equatorial semicircle. "fi aI-carnal" should be "fi'l-
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carnal" .
- A40 (p. 302) should be deleted since it coincides with A26.
- A41 (p. 302). Add English title: Treatise which explains the method
to compute a comprehensive table containing the hour angle and the
azimuths. "wa al-Sumilt" should be "wa'l-Sumilt".
- A42 (p. 302) should be deleted since is coincides with A!.
§ 893. MUHYi AL-DIN AL-AKHWi'N
- A3 (p. 303). Add English title: Treatise on the use of the sphere
called dhtit al-kursf (equipped with a stand or chair). "Yazma Bagislar"
should be "YB".
- A4 (p. 303). Add English title: Super-Commentary on the
Commentary of Qa<;lI-zade on the "Compendium". Super-Commentary
on his Commentary (§ 808, AI, p. 273» on the work (§ 547, A2, p.
199) by al-JaghmInI.
§ 911. HAMZA ffiN ARSLAN
- M1 (p. 308). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Amasya (1027/2). Ankara (Milli 2947).
§ 918. AL-IjAJJI ATMAJA
- M1 (p. 310). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Afyon (17219), Ankara (Milli 131), Istanbul (ArM 1095,
Muallim Cevdet K 20, 336 36012, SM Atif 2832, Esat 3176, Univ.
Turk.2667, 2718 ,Uskudar (Kemankes 376),Konya (Koyunoglu
14016), Medina (CArif I:Iikmat 48912).
§ 919. MUHAMMAD AL-BURSAwI
- Al (p. 310). "Ayasofya" should be "SM AS".
§ 921. MUIMMMAD-SHAH FANAR'i-zADA
- See (p. 310): Delete "OALT (55)".
§ 922. CAJAM SINAN
- Al (p. 310). MSS should be : Ankara (Milli 1032/23), Bursa
(Haracc. 1210/6), Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 3186/5, SM Bagdadli
Vehbi 2052/3, Esat 3561/8, 3787/37,Fatih 5366/16, Laleli 212612,
Reisulkuttab 1210/3, Serez 3933/3), Leiden (1135), Princeton (Yehuda
1066, 3091- anonymous).
A Second Supplement to M.A.S./.C.
§ 923. ABRAHAM ZACUTO
- Al (p. 311): Add: see below § 948 A2.
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§ 924. ZAKARlYA' AL-AN~ARI
- Ml (p. 311) should be "The permanent victory on the Commentary
of the "Mean" ofIbn al-Ha'im (aI-Fatl} aI-Da'im bi Sharl} Wafjrlat Ibn
aI-Ha'im) - Alexandria (Balad. 1755), Istanbul (SM Laleli 2750/1,
2753, Univ.Arab. 2855), Kayseri (11231/1). Commentary on the work
(§ 783, M8, p. 263) of Ibn al-Ha'im.
- M2 (p. 311). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Alexandria (Balad. 23 , Jami al-Shaykh 92 - 342), Cairo (Azhar
20759, Univ. 18523-18524), Damascus (Zahir. riyad.87), Istanbul
(SM Kilic 570, Laleli 275/1), Patna (2429), Tokyo (119).
§ 926. MlJI.IAMMAD AL-LADlllQI
- Mul (p. 311). Add MSS : Aleppo (Ahmad 1306), Alexandria
(Balad. 23),Baghad (1125, Awqaf 5504), Cairo (Funun 7), Chorum
(972), Cyprus (1259).
§ 933. MlJI.IAMMAD AL-QONAwI
- Al (p. 312). Delete "Mehmed Ali Mehmed Murad 49/5, Haci". "Ill.
Ahmed 3481, Kadizade Mehmet 336, Reisulkuttab 579/8, Carullah
1440/3, Tirnovali 1857/4; Belediye" should be "Carulla 1440/3,
Kadizade 336, Reisulkuttab 579/8, Tirnovali 1857/4; TK 3481".
Delete "Yazma Eserler". "Tavsanli" should be "Kutahya".
- A3 (p. 313). "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM". Delete "In
addition to those stated above, 13 manuscript copies mentioned in
OALT are quoted in KZ". Add MSS: Amasya (1142/1), Ankara (Milli
2649/2), Damascus (~ahir. 5648), Diyarbakir (833/1), Istanbul
(Kandilli 2/4, 41/3, Univ.Turk. 3232/13), Kastamonu (398/9).
- A8 (p. 313). "(11 235). Istanbul (SM Esad Efendi 3731/2) is" should
be "Istanbul (SM Esat 3731/2). Is".
- AlO (p. 313). Add English title: Wings of Success. Delete "al-
canuna".
- All (p. 313). Add English title: The Equatorial element. "Arkeoloji
Muzesi" should be "ArM".
- A12 (p. 313). Add English title: Hour angle. "Arkeoloji Muzesi"
should be "ArM".
- AB (p. 313). Add English title: Guide for Brethren. "Hadiyya"
should be "Hidaya".
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- A14 (p. 313). Add English title: Book on how to construct a Sundial
for any Latitude.
- A15 (p. 313). Add English title: Treatise on how to construct a
quadrant with almucantars. "(American University M 23 in A: MS
530)" should be "(Amer. Univ. 530)". "Arkeoloji" should be "ArM".
"BU.. .458" should be "Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 2284/5, TK Haz.
458)".
- A16 (p. 313). Add English title: Determining Times. "(SM Ill.
Ahmed 3501)" should be "(TK 3501)".
- A17 (p. 313) should be Table of Horizons (Jadwal ajaqi) - Istanbul
(SM AS 2590, TK Haz. 1760/6).
- A18 (p. 313). Treatise on Sine [quadrant] (Risatat al-jayb) - Istanbul
(SM AS 2594).
§ 934. MUSLIH AL-DiN IBN SINAN
- See (p. 313): delete "ODMT (11 176,405-406)".
§ 936. MUI;IAMMAD AL-KHAFRI
- A2 (p. 314): Add MSS Beirut (University St. Joseph Ar. 195),
Meshhed (FirdowsI University, IHihlyat 726). Add - Research: Saliba
[32].
§ 938. NI~AM AL-DiN AL-BIRJANDi
- A8 (p. 315). "Istanbul (NO 2939;Topkapi Emanci Hazinesi 1714,
Ill. Ahmed 3489; SM Hamidiye 84; Kandilli 253)" should be "Istanbul
(Kandilli 253, NO 2939, SM Hamid. 84, TK 3489, Emanci 1714)".
Delete "Rehatsek 12 p. 45". "Astan-i Quds Rizavi 12035" should be
"Mashhad (12035)". "Cambridge (Browne Sup. 741 (King 233»"
should be "Cambridge (Sup. 741)". Delete "Rieu 11 4576... in addition
to those stated above, 15 manuscripts copies are mentioned in OALT" .
Add MSS: London (Ind. 3000), Manisa (1701).
- A9 (p. 315) Partial edition of a Sanskrit translation and research in
Kasuba & Pingree [1].
- AlO (p. 315). "Hiiseyin Chelebi 753, Yazma Bagislar 1352" should
be "YB 1352". "Veliyuddin 2271" should be "BU Veliyeddin 2271".
Delete "Ind.2237-2238, 3000, Ross 18". "Astan-i Qudq Razavi 12023"
should be "Mashhad (12023)". "Ra§id Efendi Mulhak 11300/2" should
be "Kayseri (11300/2)". "Hoca Mustafa 505/9" should be "Istanbul
(SM Mustafa 505/9)". Delete "In addition to those stated above, 15
manuscripts copies are mentioned in OALT". Add MS: Bursa
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(Hiiseyin Chelebi 753).
- All (p. 315). Delete "AI-Matl:iaf al-CIraqI". "Yazma Bagislar" should
be "YB". "Abbas Azavi" should be "Baghdad". Delete "In addition to
those stated above, 84 manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT".
Add MSS: Adana (197/4), Afyon(1761312), Amasya (63811), Ankara
(Halk 3711,1551), Baghdad (23111,30764,30769/1), Balikesir (236,
34812, 899), Bursa (Haracc.1161/1), Chorum (2999, 3066),
Diyarbakir (1354/4), Edirne (779/1), Erzerum (270/1), Istanbul (ArM
57511, BU 4637, Ali Emiri 2729, 2731, Veliyeddin 2313/2; Kemankes
364, Kopriilii 35012, NO 2908, 290911, SM Bagdadli Vehbi 998, Besir
Aga 32911, Carulla 1489/2, Corlulu 227, Darulmesnevi 24712, Esat
2048, 3574/3, Fatih 3392, Hamid. 861-862, 86412, 871/3, Husrev
228, Laleli 2117, 2119, Ragip 916, Serez 3828/1, Sehid 1590/3,
Yozgat 706/3; TK Emanci 1704, Tech.Univ.1, Univ.Arab 2530),
Izmir (Milli 26286), Kastamonu (39212), Kayseri (1215,
1227/2,1130011), Kutahya (786/1, 103611, 1176/4, 1701/1), Manisa
(997, 737/2, 534611, 5348/2, 535011, 5352), Mashhad (12011,
12168).
- A12 (p. 316). Add: Comments on commentary on the work (§ 547,
AI, p. 198) by al-JaghmInI.
- A14 (p. 316) should be deleted since it coincides with AGl.
- A15 (p. 316) should be A14. Treatise on the Knowledge of the
Calendar (Ristila dar MaCrifat-i Taqwrm) - Mashhad (12176/1,
1220811), Munchen (346/5), Oxford (13/12, 1359, 1540), London
(Ind. 2246, Sup. 149011), Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 2283/2), Calcutta
(1490).
- A16 (p. 316) should be A15. Gift to Selim (TulJ.fa-yi Salimiyya) P -
Istanbul (Univ. Pers. 71).
- AG1 (p. 316). "Cambridge (Browne King 6/3)" should be
"Cambridge 6/3)". "Tehran (621/11)" should be "Tehran (Senat
621/11)" .
§ 940. MERIM CHELEBI
"Merim <;elebi" should be "Merim Chelebi".
- See (p. 316): delete "HOL".
- Al (p. 316). Delete "AS 2697". "SM" should be "SM AS 2697".
"Topkapi Revan Ko~kii" should be "TK Revan Ko~kii". "Arkeoloji
Muzesi" should be "ArM". Delete "In addition to those stated above,
13 manuscripts copies are mentioned in OALT".
- A2 (p. 316). "AS 2639/40; SM" should be "SM AS 2639/40".
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Delete "Hiiseyin <;elebi 755/1". Add: Bursa Hiiseyin Chelebi 755/1.
"Feyzullah 1347" should be "Millet Feyzulla 1347". "Topkapi Ill.
Ahmed" should be "TK". "Madina" should be "Medina". Delete "In
addition to those stated above, 8 manuscripts copies are mentioned in
OALT".
- A3 (p. 317). "SM Hiiseyin <;elebi 755/2" should be "Bursa Hiiseyin
Chelebi 755/2". "Feyzullah" should be "Millet Feyzulla". Delete
"Mehmet Nuri Bey 163/1".
- A4 (p. 317). "<;orum" should be "Chorum". Delete "Haci". "Hafid
Efendi" should be "Hafid". "Esad Efendi" should be "Esat". Delete
"Garr 2006/20".
- A5 (p. 317). "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz.". "Asir Efendi"
should be "Asir".
- A6 (p. 317). Delete "Htiseyin <;elebi 748/4". "Topkapi Hazine"
should be "TK Haz." Add: "Bursa (Htiseyin Chelebi 748/4)".
- A7 (p. 317). "Dar al-Masnawi No 345/2" should be "Istanbul (SM
Darulmesnefi 345/2". "Astan-i Quds Razavi No 12042" should be
"Mashhad (12042)".
- AB (p. 317). "Astan-i Quds Razavi No 12209" should be "Mashhad
(12209)" .
- A14 (p. 317). Add English title: Treatise on the Solution of Some
Difficult Points Related to the Equation of Sciences. "Turhan Valide"
should be "TV".
- A15 (p. 317). Add English title: Limit of what can be expected and
Extreme of what can be asked. "Selim" should be "SM Selim".
§ 941. ZAYN AL-DIN AL-DIMASHQI
cURFA should be cARAFAT. cUrfa should be cArafat.
- Add M2: Super-commentary on "Illumination on Arithmetic"
(lfashiya cala'l-Lumca ft'l-lfisab) - Damascus (~ahir. 7577). Super-
commentary on work (§ 783, M6, p. 263) by Ibn al-Ha'im.
- Add M3: Super-commentary on "Delight for those who are interested
in the Science of Ghubar" (Hashiya cala nuzhat al-nu:r{.ar ft cilm al-
ghubar) - Damascus (~ahir. 8815). Commentary on work (§ 783, M7)
by Ibn al-Ha'im.
§ 943. ELIYA MIZRAI;Ii"
- M1 (p. 318). Add after the title Heb.
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C.
- M2, AI, PHI. (p. 318) "Jos. H." should be "Hackel [1]".
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§ 945. SHAMS AL-DIN AL-SUYOTI
- A2 (p. 318). "Drawing" should be "Drawing Horizontal and Oblique
[Sundials]". Add MS : Gotha (1381/5). Delete: "Abridgement by al-
MalaqI (§ 946, AI)".
- A3 (p. 318). Add English title: Sparkling Jewel on the Applications
of Sexagesimal Ratios. "Erzincan (112/1)" should be "Istanbul (SM
Erzincan 112/1)".
- A4 (p. 318). Add English title: Universal Treatise on Operations
with Sexagesimal Ratios. "Erzincan (11212)" should be "Istanbul (SM
Erzincan 112/2), Princeton (Yehuda 3171)".
§ 946. cALl AL-MALAQI
- Al (p. 319). Delete "AI-Matl:iaf al-CIraqI". "Yazma Bagi~lar" should
be "YB". "(§ 931, A2) al-Andalusi" should be "(No 945, A2, p. 318)
by al-Suyu!I".
§ 947. ABU SALIM AL-SAMLALI
- M1 (p. 319). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS : Rabat (2438 ,2439/1, 244011, Huseyn. 188, 315, 456, 491,
6643).
- M2 (p. 319). "Wings" should be "Wings of the Raven". "Rabat
(2439, 2440)" should be "Rabat (243912, 2440/2)".
§ 948. MiJSA GALlNiJS
- Al (p. 319). "[Astronomical Treatise]" should be "Some Necessary
Remarks on the Reasons for Using Epicycles and Eccenters and
Explanation of the Necessary Existence of a Motion in the same
Direction of the Heavens and of all its Parts" (BaCq al-MalJallat al-
Lazima li-A~l Waqc Falak al-Tadwfr wa KMrij al-Markaz wa Bayan
Luzum Kawn lfarakat al-Sama' wa Jamlof: Ajza'i-M ita NalJiya
WalJida). Delete "Critique of epiciclic and excentric hypotheses of the
movement of planets" .
- A2 (p. 319). "Translated into Arabic from French" should be
"Translated into Arabic from Romance". Add: This is the first Arabic
translation of the Almanach Perpetuum of Abraham Zacut (§ 923, AI,
p. 311) printed in Leiria 1496. Research Vernet [1], Chabas &
Goldstein [2], Sams6 [41], [44].
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§ 950. ABU ISI,IAQ cABDALLAH
- M1 (p. 319). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 2328, TK 3151). "Description of the
manuscript" should be "Description of the Patna manuscript".
- Add M2. Supplement by Abii Is1,laq (1llJaq Abr IslJaq) - Istanbul
(ArM 1093, SM AS 2741). Supplement to Books I-IV of work (§ 606,
Ml, p. 212) by al-Tiisi.
§ 954. NAJM AL-DIN AL-MISRI
- See (p. 320) - Delete "OALT (116 -126)". See above § 659b.
- MI. (p. 320) "Highest Order of" should be "Maximum Rank".
"Oxford (I 1043/3)" should be "Oxford (11043/3)".
"Abridgement. .. title" should be "Revision of the works (§ 873, M4,
p. 294) by Sib! al-MaridlnI and (§ 888, M3=A26, p. 302 and see
above § 888) of al-Siiff al-MisrI with the same titles".
. .
- Delete A2 (p. 320) (see above § 659b)
§ 955. smHi\B AL-DIN AL-MALIKI
- A4 (p. 320). Should be deleted since it coincides with A2.
- A5 (p. 320). Should be deleted since it coincides with AI.
§ 964. AL-RlfAYNI AL-MALIKI
- Al (p. 322). "Topkapi Revan Ko~kii" should be "TK Revan Ko~k".
§ 965. I,IAFI~ AL-DIN AL-cAJAMl
- Al (p. 322) should be The Seven Planets (AI-Sabc al-Sayyar)- Konya
(Bayraml /7).
§ 969. PIRI RAIS
- Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 106): "MSS are quoted in OCLT (No
11)" .
- AGl (p. 323). Add MSS : Baltimore (658), Berlin (184), Bologna
(3609, 3612-3613), Cairo (Univ. 4415), Dresden (Eb. 389), Istanbul
(BU Ali Emiri 1, Deniz 98711-2, 988-990, Kandilli 340/3, Koprtilti
171-172, NO 2990, SM AS 2605,2612,3161, Asir 227, Hamid. 945,
971, Husrev 264, 272, Yeni Cami 790; Muallim Cevdet O. 30,TK
Haz. 642, Bagdad Kosk 337- 338,1411, Revan Kosk 1633 ;
Univ.Turk. 12312,6605), Kuwayt (LNS 75), London (4131), Oxford
(543,1177-1179, 2079), Paris (220, 956), Ttibingen (4133), Vienna
(192, 1275).
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§ 974. TASHKUBRI-ZADA
- Al (p. 324). Add English title : Treatise on the Knowledge of
Ephemerides. "Manadili (820/49)" should be "Istanbul (SM Manadili
820/49)" .
§ 975. ILYAS AL-AQI.llSARI
- Ml (p. 325). Add English title: Key of Calculators.
- Al (p. 325) . "Atif" should be "SM Atif".
- A2 (p. 325). "Atif" should be "SM Atif".
§ 977. SEYDI REIS
- Al (p. 325). "Milli Kiitiiphane" should be "Milli". Arkeoloji Muzesi
No 518" should be "ArM 517-518". "Cerrah Pa~a ... Univ. TY. 1613"
should be "Istanbul (Univ. Tip 180, Turk. 1613)". Delete "In addition
to those stated 11 manuscripts copies are mentioned in OALT". Add
MSS: Istanbul (AM 79, Kandilli 141 -142, Millet Feyzullah 1336, SM
Besir Aga 437), Konya (Mevlana Muzesi 5060).
- A2 (p. 325). "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM". "Univ" should
be "Univ. Turk". "Belediye Cevdet" should be "Mualim Cevdet".
"Izmirli" should be "Izmir". Delete "In addition to those stated 9
manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT". Add MSS : Bursa
(Haracc. 1178/2), Chorum (3018/13), Edirne (Selim. 539/1), Istanbul
(SM Hasan Husnu 1293/1, Husrev 236/2).
- A5. Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 107): "MSS are quoted in OALT
(No 71)". Add MSS: Istanbul (Millet Ali Emiri 4622/4-5, Kandilli
50/9).
- A6. Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 107): "List of MSS in OALT (No
71)". Add MS: Istanbul (SM Asir 470/5).
- A7.Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 107): "List ofMSS in OALT (No
71)". Add MSS: Bursa (Orhan 947/4), Istanbul (SM Asir 470/10).
- AGl. Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 107)): "List of MSS in OCLT
(No 16)". Add MSS: Istanbul (NO 2948, TK Revan Kosk 1643),
Naples (Univ. 1), Vienna (1277).
- Gl. Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 107): "List ofMSS in OCLT (No
16)". Add MSS: Berlin (188), Istanbul (TK Revan K6~k 1470, 1647,
Univ. Turk. 1824, 2426, 4097), Kutahya (Vahid 2242), Paris (Turk.
1148, 1168),Vienna (1275).
§ 980. RADi AL-DiN ffiN AL-HANBALi
. .
- Ml (p. 326). Should be "Memoir for those who have forgotten by
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means of Geometry (Tadhkirat man nasiya bi'l- wasar al-Handasi) -
Alexandria (Balad 218711), Oxford (I. 967/3). Delete "The complete
list is given in OMLT" .
- M2 (p. 326). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
Add MSS: Berlin (5981), Cairo (riya<;la 557/1).
- M3 (p. 326). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
"Bughya" should be "Budhya (CUddat)" . Add MSS : Cairo (Tayml1r
riya<;la 152, Azhar 7622).
- M4 (p. 326). The English title should be: Lifting of the Veil on the
Rules of Arithmetic. Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
- M5 (p. 326). Should be deleted since it coincides with M3.
§ 982. cABD AL-cAZIZ AL-AKHDARI
- A2 (p. 326). Add English title: Sapphires in the Science of
Timekeeping.
§ 983. GHARS AL-DIN AL-HALABI
- M1 (p. 327). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MS: Kutahya (305/9).
Add:
- M2 (p. 327). Article on Multiplication, Division, and Extracting the
Root in a Work by al-Jadari (Maqaza fi'l-parb wa'l-Qisma wa'l-
Tajdhfr fi'l-cAmal bi 'l-Jadari) -Istanbul (ArM 896/2). Commentary on
the mathematical part of work (§ 790, AI, p. 266) of al-JadarI.
- A6 (p. 327). Add English title: Super-commentary on the
Astronomical Part of "Timekeeping in the Science of Kalam". This
Super-commentary is mentioned in KZ. The author of the commented
work was the mutakallim cA<;lud aI-DIn cAbd al-Ralfman ibn Alfmad al-
IjI (d. 1355).
- A9 (p. 327). Should be deleted since it is an astrological work.
- AlO (p. 327). Add English title: Information to Critics about what
is Fallacious in the Well-Known Astronomy. "Yeni" should be "SM
Yeni".
- All (p. 327). Should be deleted since MSS are unknown.
§ 987. SHAcBAN AL-QA~TAMUNI
- A3 (p. 328). Add English title: Treatise on the Use of the Sine
Quadrant.
- A4 (p. 328). Add English title: Treatise on the Knowledge of the
Construction of Almucantars. "T. Univ. BTTAM" should be "Tech.
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C.
Univ. 1". "Bolge Yazmalar" should be "Bolge".
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§ 989. NOR AL-DIN AL-MAI;IALLI
- A2 (p. 328). "Book of Books" should be "Book of Articles".
"Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM", "Selim Aga" should be
"SM Selim Aga".
§ 990. MU~TAFAQOJA SAcATJI
- Al (pp. 328-329). Delete "In addition to those stated above 10
manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT". "Topkapi Emanet
Hazinesi" should be "TK Emanci". "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK
Haz.". Add MSS: Chorum (298512), Istanbul (SM Erzincan 117/3,
Mikail Bayram 1/3; Univ. Tip 301/2), Kastamonu (281/1).
- A3 (p. 329). "Astrolabe" should be "Astrolabe Selimi", "al-asturIab"
should be "al-asturHib al-SalImI". "Topkapi hazine" should be "TK
Haz.". "TY" should be "Turk.". "Cerrah ...Tarihi" should be "Univ.
Tip". "In addition to those stated above 21 manuscript copies are
mentioned in OALT". Add MSS : Chorum (3018/17), Istanbul (NO
4971/2, SM Fatih 5331/8, Husrev 25912, Laleli 2726, Serez 1922-
1923), Izmir (Milli 1), Mashhad (12084/2), Oxford (Uri 1), Vienna
(547).
- A4 (p. 329). "In addition to those stated above 95 manuscript copies
are mentioned in OALT". "Asad" should be "Acad". "Feridun Nafiz
Uzluk" should be "Nafiz". "Bayram collection" should be "Bayram".
"Wien" should be "Vienna". Add MSS: Amasya (1108/9), Ankara
(Halk 23/1, 225/9, Milli 2053/1,2093/2, 2649/1), Baghdad (Awqaf
550012), Bursa (789/1), Chorum (2992/3, 2998/3, 301612, 3018/3,
3034), Edirne (Selim. 2101/4), Erzurum (18932/2), Istanbul (ArM
582/1, 881/6, BU Veliyeddin 228212,7, SM AS 2616/2, Atif 897/1,
Carullah 1472/1, Darulmesnevi 344, Esat 2011/1, 2016/3, Fatih
5331/5, Halet 142/5,362/6, 531/2, Hasan Husnu 1393/3, Husrev
259/4, Mahmud 1290/5, 5686/1, 5700, 6514/2,8, Serez 3870/5,YB
1348/7, Nasuhi Dergahi 214/1; Millet Ali Emiri 199/1-2,216,217/1,
219/2,220, 222,226/1,232, Muallim Cevdet K. 159/3, 169/4, NO
2947/2, TK3488/1, Haz. 454/4, Tech. Univ.1/2, Univ. Turk. 146712,
3232/9, 6579/1, 6583/1, 6600), Konya (Koyunoglu 11177, 12139/1),
Manisa (6609/1), Qumm (Ayatolla Res. 184).
- A7 (p. 329). Add: "Simplification of Timekeeping and Determination
of Time (Tashfl al-mfqat wa TaCyfn al-awqtit) " . "Topkapi Hazine"
should be "TK Haz.". "TY" should be "Turk". "Ayasofya...Efendi
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531/1" should be "AS 2616/1, Atif 1699/2, Esat 201112, 2016/4,
Halet 53111". "In addition to those stated above 41 manuscript copies
are mentioned in OALT". Add MSS : Ankara (Halk 23/4, Milli
2034/4), Balikesir (86), Beirut (Amer. 520), Chorum (2992/4,
3013/1), Istanbul (ArM 582/2, Millet Ali Emiri 217/2, 224, SM
Erzincan 117/1, Lala Ismail29312, Mugla 505/8, Reisulkuttab 479/4;
Univ. Turk. 2774/1, 3432/4, 647912), Konya (Bolge 985, Koyunoglu
11176), Kutahya (808/2), Qumm (Ayatolla Res. 184/4).
- A9 (p. 329). "[Astronomical treatise]" should be replaced by
"Treatise on the Science of Astronomy (Ristila fi cIlm al-Falak) T -
Cairo (Tal'at Turki 168)".
- AI0 (p. 329). "Halil" should be "Kham". "<;orum" should be
"Chorum". "Haci Mahmud" should be "SM Mahmud". "Belediye"
should be "Millet". "Cerrah...TY" should be "Univ. Tip 82/3, Turk. ".
Delete: "OM mentions his astronomical works:".
- All (p. 329). "British Museum... Wien" should be "London (Sup.
7896), Istanbul (ArM 1087, NO 2993, Univ. Turk. 6591/1), Izmir
(Milli 351248), Vienna".
- A12 (p. 329). "Construction" should be "Treatise on the
Construction". "cAmal-i" should be "Risala-yi cAmal-i". Add MS:
Konya (Mikail Bayram 1/2).
- AB (p. 329). Add: T - Ankara (Halk 23/3, Milli 2034/5, 226011),
Istanbul (TK Yeniler 4023, Univ. Tip 301/4).
- A14 (p. 329). Delete "Atatiirk Universitesi SO", "Devlet Arsivi"
"Yazma Bagislar" should be "YB". "Izmirli (Milli. .. depo 25614)"
should be "Izmir (Milli 25211)". "TY" should be "Turk. ". "Belediye"
should be "Muallim Cevdet". "Cerrah... Tarihi" should be "Univ.
Tip". "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM". "Topkapi III Ahmed"
should be "TK". "Bayram collection... Arsivi 18/1)" should be
"Bayram 1/5), Mostar(1811)". "Wien" should be "Vienna".
- A15 (p. 329). "Suleyman" should be "Solomon", "is mentioned in
KZ" should be ,,- Istanbul (SM Carullah 1455/7".
- A16 (p. 329). "Astronomy" should be "Astrology".
- A17 (pp. 329-330). should be deleted since it coincides with G2.
- A18 (p. 330) should be A17. "Kanil'" should be "Qanfl" Add
English title: Sufficient for Satisfaction on the Use of the Truncated
Quadrant. "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM". "Ali Emiri Riyada"
should be "Millet Ali Emiri". A revision of a work (§ 873, A15, p.
296) of Sib! al-MaridlnI.
- A19 (p. 330) should be A18. Add English title: Treatise on the use
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of the Sine Quadrant. Add: T. "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM".
Delete "Mss. Or."
- A20 (p. 330) should be A19. Add English title: Joyful Treatise on
the Science of Timekeeping. "MIkat" should be "Mlqat". Add T.
"Nafiz Pa~a" should be "Nafiz". "Husrev Pa~a" should be "Husrev".
- A21 (p. 330) should be A20. Add English title: Treatise on the
Knowledge of Hours. "Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM".
- A22, A23, and A24 (p. 330) should be deleted since they coincide
with A9, A5, and A7 (p. 329), respectively.
- A25 (p. 330) should be A2l. Add English title: Ordering
Simplification of Timekeeping. Add: T.
- A26 (p. 330) should be A22. Add English title: Performance of
Times. Add: T. "Istanbul ...SM" should be "Istanbul (Kemankes 371,
SM".
- A27 (p. 330) should be deleted sice it coincides with A5 (p. 329).
- A28 (p. 330) should be A23. Add English title: Mirror of the
Universe. Add T.
- A29, A30, A31, and A32 (p. 330) should be deleted since they
coincide with A13, A5, A13, and A12 (p. 329), respectively.
- A33 (p. 330) should be A24. Add English title: Treatise on the
Almucantar Quadrant. "Erzerum. . . 18860, 18858/1" should be
"Erzerum 18858/1,18860". "Yazma Bagislar" should be "YB". "TY"
should be "Turk.".
- A34 (p. 330) should be A25. Add English title: Treatise on the Sine
of a Quadrant of a Circle. "Risala-i" should be "Risala-yi".
- A35 (p. 330) should be A26. Add English title: Treatise on the Use
of the Sine Quadrant. "Yazma Bagislar" should be "YB".
- A36 (p. 330) should be A27. "Sphere" should be "Treatise on the
Sphere". "Kiira" should be "Risalajr 'l-Kura". Add: "- is mentioned
in OM". Treatise on the armillary sphere and the astrolabe, two
astronomical instruments for finding coordinates of celestial bodies.
- A37 and A38 (p. 330) should be deleted since they coincide with A9
and A16 (p. 329), respectively.
- Add A28. Treatise on the Knowledge of the Hour after Determining
the Altitude (Risalajr MaCrifat al-Saca bacd Akhdh al-IrtifaC) T - Cairo
(Tal'at Mejami Turki 10).
- G2. Add English and Arabic titles: Information for the Slaves [of
God] on the Knowledge of Countries (lclam al-cIbad fi Nlam al-
Bilad)". T.- Add MSS:Ankara (Milli 2053/4), Baghdad (Awqaf
12277), Bursa (Orhan Gazi 1097/2, Ulucami 2415/1), Cairo (TalCat
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MajamiC TurkI 108), Istanbul (ArM 1584, NO 2914/8, 292011, 2991,
Millet Ali Emiri riyada 20912, Muallim Cevdet K 260/5, Kandilli 98,
113, 18017, SM Mahmud 5633, Esat 2016/6, Lala Ismail284/8, Fatih
5419/3, Asir 43438/9, Reisulkuttab 1008), Konya (Mikail Bayram
1/1), London (Add. 7892/2), Manisa (1463/2), Vienna (1274, 1287).
§ 991. YOSUF AL-BURSAwI
- Ml (p. 330). Delete "is mentioned in KZ and OM. The complete
list is given in OMLET". Add T. Add MSS: Ankara (Milli 541),
Istanbul (Millet Ali Emiri Turki lfisab 40, SM Lala Ismail 288, TK
Haz. 1991, Univ. Tip 307), Kutahya (170912)
§ 994. MU~LIJ.I AL-DIN AL-LARI
- Al (p. 331). "In addition to those stated above 31 manuscript copies
are mentioned in OALT". Add MSS : Edirne (547), Istanbul (Kopriilii
939/1, SM Carullah 1285/1, Univ. Pers. 370), Konya (Mevlana
Muzesi 290911), Tehran (896712).
- A2 (p. 331). Add MS: Istanbul (Kopriilii 93912).
- A3 (p. 331). Add MS : Istanbul (SM Laleli 2722/1).
§ 995. ABU'L-J.lASAN AL-ABIWARDI
- Al (p. 331). "Prescriptions" should be "Predictions".
§ 1000. PARWIZ AL-RiJMI
- Al (p. 332). "Ayasofya" should be "AS".
§ 1001. NASiJH AL-MATRAQI
- Ml (p. 332). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 368812, SM Esat 3152/1, Univ. Turk.
2719, Kemankes 363).
- M2 (p. 332). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS : Antalya (Tekelioglu 678, 806/2), Istanbul (ArM 606, BU
Veliyeddin 160411, NO 208012, SM Sehid 1987-1988, TK 3147),
Manisa (1748/1). Turkish version: Istanbul (Univ. Turk. 2755).
§ 1002. AJ.IMAD AL-SUNBATI
- Al (p. 332). Add MSS : Cambridge (65711), Cairo (Azhar. 7657),
Baghdad (Awqaf 12141/1), Chorum (2997/3,3023), Damascus (5054,
6933), Diyarbakir (371/4), Edirne (5103), Istanbul (Kandilli 164,
357/2, SM Esat 143/4, Harput 340/8, YB 98/3; Univ.Arab.374),
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Izmir (758/16), Princeton (Yehuda 332, 2311).
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§ 1004. TAQI AL-DIN AL-RA~ID
"TAQIY, Taqiy" should be "TAQI, TaqI". "AL-SHA'M" should be "AL-
SHA'MI".
- M2 (pp. 333-334). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT".
Add MSS: Cairo (riyasta 1023), Istanbul (SM Carullah 1454, TK Haz.
465/2), Kutahya (1709).
- M5 (p. 334). Delete: "- is mentioned in KZ (I 390)".
- Add: M6. Exposition of "Book on Spheres" [of Menelaus] (TalJffr
Kitiib al-ukar [li Miiniiliiwus] - Cairo (TalCat rnIqat 135), Istanbul
(Kandilli 415/5).
- Add: M7. Answer to a Question about whether the Determination of
the Magnitudes of the Angles is Possible in a non Right-Angled
Spherical Triangle, the Magnitude of whose Sides is Known none of
which Attains Ninety Degrees (Jawiib su 'al can muthallath min al-
ci?iim ghayr qii'im al-zawiiyii wa laysa ft a{!liici-hi mii yablughu al-
rubca wa acfliicu-hu macluma bi-asrihii hal yumkinu macrifat zawiiyii-hu)
- Istanbul (SM Yeni Cami 797/2).
- Add: M8. Treatise on the Verification of the Words of the Great
Scholar Ghiyath aI-DIn Jamshld Explaining the Ratio between the
Circumference and its Diameter (Risiila ft talJqfq mii qiila-hu al-
cAlliima Ghiyiith al-Dfn Jamshfd fi bayiin al-nisba bayna al-mulJf(
wa'l-qurr) - Istanbul (Kandilli 208/8).
- Add: M9. Poem on Sine, Multiplication, and Division (Urjuza ft'l-
Jayb wa 'l-parb wa 'l-Qisma) - Bursa (Htiseyin Chelebi 748/7), Istanbul
(SM Esat 1769/10, Uskudar Selim Aga 732mJ7).
- Add: MlO. The Prefered Rule for Projecting on a Plane (Dastur al-
TarjrlJft Qawiicid al-TasrrlJ = Al-Dastur al-RiijilJ /i-Qawiicid al-TasrflJ)
- Cairo (TalCat rnIqat 135 - anonymous), Giresun (155/2), Istanbul
(ArM 601, Kandilli 208/3, 415/5).
- A1 (p. 334). Delete: "- is mentioned in KZ (Ill 524). In addition to
those stated above 5 manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT".
"Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz. If. Add MS : Tunis (Milli 774).
- A2 (p. 334). "Topkapi Emanet Hazinesi" should be "TK Emanci".
"Esad Efendi" should be "Esat". "Meclis-i Sena should be "Senat".
Add MSS : Istanbul (Kandilli 183-184).
- A4 (p. 334). "Istanbul (SM Husnu ... first title" should be "- under
the first title, Istanbul (SM Hasan Husnu 1135/2), under the second
title" .
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- A5 (p. 334). "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz.". Delete "- is
quoted in KZ (1394, III 466, 587)".
- A12 (p. 334). "is mentioned in KZ (Ill 197)" should be "Berlin
(5757), Cairo (8008, falak 8526, rnIqat 20, 40,1006/1), Gotha (1377),
Istanbul (SM Bagdadli Vehbi 2048/5), Leiden (1140), Oxford (277,
288, 562).
- A15 (p. 334). Add English title: Minutes of the Difference between
Two Horizons.
- A16 (p. 334). should be deleted since is coincides with Me2.
- A17 (p. 334). should be A16. Northern Sundial to Establish the
Hour Angle for the Horizon of Istanbul (Al-mizwala al-shimiiliyya bi
jaql dii 'ir ufuq Qusranriniyya) - Istanbul (Kandilli 547), Oxford (Marsh
119).
- A18 (p. 334) should be A17. Add English title: Treatise on How to
Build an Instrument in which the Stars are Projected on a Plane.
- A19 (p. 335) should be A18. Treatise on the Use of the ShakkazT
Quadrant (Risiila fi'l-carnal bi'l-rubc al-Shakkiizi) - Cairo (Taymur
riya<;la 169/2, Azhar 303), Edirne (Selim. 69113), Istanbul (TK
3119/4), Manchester (361150), Princeton (Yehuda 4792).
- A20 and A21 (p. 335). should be deleted since they coincide with
Ph2 and All (pp. 335 and 334), respectively.
- A22 (p. 335) should be A20. Add English title: Treatise on the
Knowledge of the Incident Horizon.
- A23 (p. 335) should be A21. Add English title: Treatise on the
Cause of the Delay of Sunset.
- A24 (p. 335) should be A22. Add English title: Treatise on the
Times of Prayers.
- A25 (p. 335) should be A23. Add English title: Comments on Some
Observational Instruments.
- A26 and A27 (p. 335) should be deleted since they coincide with M9
and MIO, respectively.
- Ph2 (p. 335) should be: Treatise on the Differences among
Timekeepers in the God-protected City of Cairo about the
Determination of the Length of Day and Night Arcs and the Duration
of Morning Dawn and Evening Twilight (Risiila fi'l-ikhtiliij bayna al-
muwaqqitfn bi-ma/Vasat al-Qiihira fi qabr qawsay al-nahiir wa'l-layl
wa dii'irat al-jajr wa'l-shajaq) - Cairo (TalCat rnIqat 11- only the first
page), Istanbul (Kandilli 176, 208/5, 415), Tehran (Senat 7572/38).
Treatise on the effect of refraction at the horizon and on the different
opinions of Cairo timekeepers on this topic.
A Second Supplement to MA.S.I.C. 41
- Me2 (p. 335). Delete: "is mentioned in KZ", "on mecanical
devices" .
- Add: Me4. Treatise on Construction Natural Balance (RisiHa fi carnal
al-mfzan aHabR) - Alexandria (Beled. Mejami 3762).
§ 1006. YAHYA AL-RlfAYNl
- Ml (p. 335). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT".
- A3 (p. 336). "Hiiseyin Chelebi" should be "Bursa (Hiiseyin
Chelebi". In addition to those stated above 29 manuscript copies are
mentioned in OALT.
- A4 (p. 336). Delete "(OALT I)", "AI-Matl).af al-CIraqI".
- A8 (p. 336). Add English title: Treatise on Astrological Predictions.
- A9 (p. 336). Add English title: Treatise on Determining Times of
Prayers, some Dates, and Astronomical Operations without
Instruments.
§ 1008. cABD AL-RAHMAN AL-TARABULusi
. .
- All (p. 337). Add English title: Questions and Answers on Qibla
Directions.
- A12 (p. 337). Add English title: Determining Times and the Qibla
[Direction] without Instrument.
- A13 (p. 337). Add English title: Support of the Witty Man in Using
it in other Times. "al-Hudhdhaq" should be "al-Hadhdhaq".
- A14 (p. 337). Add English title: Great Parrotess. "Garrett (4992)"
should be "Princeton (Yehuda 4992)".
§ 1011. cABD ALLAH AL-SIDNSHAWRl
- Ml (p. 338). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Cairo
(riyac;la 12-13), Istanbul (SM Laleli 2748), Medina (CArif I:Iikmat
2838).
- M2 (p. 338). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
- M3 (p. 338). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
§ 1012. SHAMS AL-DiN AL-MANUFi
- Al (p. 338). "Corum" should be "Chorum".
§ 1016. cABD AL-LATiF IBN AL-KAYYAL
- Al (p. 338). "Esad Efendi" should be "Esat".
- A3 (p. 339) should be Giving Rest to Whomever is in Trouble when
Using the KhaqanI ZIj (Murrf} al-canrfr'l-camal bi'l-Zrj al-Khaqani) -
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Dublin (Beatty 4677). Commentary on al-KashI's work (§ 802, AI,
pp. 270-271).
§ 1017. SHAMS AL-DIN AL-URMAYONI
- MI (p. 339). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Cairo (riya<;la 11, Azhar. 2162, 4378), Istanbul (SM Hamid.
881/2).
- Add: M2. Answer to a Geometrical Question Concerning the
Measurement of Surfaces (Jawab calti su 'at handasr yataCallaqu bi't-
misa~a) -Istanbul (SM Hasan Husnu 1299), Medina (CArif f.Iikmat
504/5).
- AS (p. 339). "Yazma Bagi~lar" should be "YB".
- AI4 (p. 339). "work AIO" should be "work AI6".
- AI8 (p. 339) should be deleted since it coincides with A6.
- AI9 (p. 339) should be AI8. Add English title: Correction of the
Procedure to Calculate the Date of Christian Easter.
§ 1018. cABD AL-QADIR AL-MANUFI
- A6 (p. 340). "Taqiy" should be "TaqI".
- A7 (p. 340). should be deleted since it coincides with another work
by Shams ai-DIn al-Maniifi (§ 1012, A2).
- A8 (p. 340). should be deleted since it coincides with another work,
also by Shams ai-DIn al-Maniifi (§ 1012, AI).
- A9 (p. 340) should be A7. Add English title: Tables for the
Computation of the Anomalous Motions in Longitude and Latitude, as
well as the Equation according to the Opinion of Ulugh Beg.
- AIO (p. 340) should be A8. Add English title: Tables for the
Knowledge of the Minutes of the Difference between two Horizons.
- All (p. 340) should be deleted since it coincides with A2.
- AI2 (p. 340) should be A9. Add English title: Glances of the
Observer who Considers Parallax. "f.Iadaq" should be "f.Iadaqa".
"Chester Beatty (4067)" should be "Dublin (Beatty 4067)".
- AB (p. 340) should be AIO. Add English title: Nativity Horoscope
of Judge Muqammad al-cIbadI in Year 917.
- AI4 (p. 340) should be All. Add English title: A Work Composed
for the Computation of the Lunar Crescent.
§ 1024 IRANSHAH AL-NAYSABiJRj
Al (p. 341): Add Kennedy [50], [56]; Tourkin [1].
A Second Supplement to M.A.S./.C.
§ 1026. MtJI.IYi AL-DIN AL-SAKHAWi'
- Ml (p. 341). The complete list is given in OMLT.
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§ 1032. IBRAHiM AL-MAGHRIBI
- A5 (p. 343). Add English title: Treatise on the Determination of
Moments, Events of Times, and Dates of Years. "Murad Buhari 262"
should be "Istanbul (SM Murad Buhari 262)".
§ 1036. cUTHMAN AL-DIMASHQI
- Ml (p. 343). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Alexandria (Beled. 3708, 7127), Medina (CArif J:Iikmat 2836).
- Add M2. Core of Cores on the Science of Arithmetic (Lubb al-lubab
jf cilm al-J!Jsab) - Istanbul (SM Hasan Husnu 1292/7).
§ 1040. SULA\'MAN AL-cUTHMANI
- A3 (p. 344). Add English title: Tables of the Computed Positions of
the Lunar Mansions for the Beginning of Year 977.
- A4 (p. 344) should be "Answer to a Question coming from the Port
of Dimyat Concerning what Ibn al-Shatir says on Versed Sines (Jawab
cala su 'al min thaghr Dimyar jf qawl Ibn al-Sharir jf bab al-siham) -
Cairo (miqat 131/2). Commentary on work (§ 750, A32, p. 256) of
Ibn al-Shatir.
- A5 (p. 344). Add English title: Valuable Pearl on Predictions in
Anniversary Horoscopes. Delete "Huruf Avqaf" .
- A6 (p. 344). Add English title: General Plenty on the Knowledge of
Predictions for the Beginning of [the Year of the] Ephemerides.
"Corum" should be "Chorum". "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK
Haz.". "Univ. Ay" should be "Univ. Arab.". "Tunis.. .4461" should
be "Tunis (Watan. 4461)".
§ 1042. YUSUF AL-MAJ;IALLI
- A9 (p. 345). Add English title: Meeting of the Two Seas on the Use
of Ephemerides of the Sun and the Moon.
§ 1044. DAwUD AL-ANTAKI
- A3 (p. 345). Add English title: Treatise on the Celestial Bodies. "is
mentioned in OALT" should be "is mentioned in the sources listed in
OALT".
- A4 (p. 345). Add English title: Treatise on Astronomy. "is
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mentioned in OALT" should be "is mentioned in the sources listed in
OALT'.
- A5 (p. 345). Add English title: Heaven and World. "is mentioned in
OALT" should be "is mentioned in the sources listed in OALT".
§ 1046. sIRAJ AL-DIN AL-FA.RISKiJRi
- Al (p. 346). Delete: "is quoted in KZ (Ill 524)".
§ 1052. SHAMS AL-DIN AL-LA.DmQI
- Al (p. 347). Add MSS : Cairo (mIqat 198,565,625/1, 1217, Fa<;lil
mIqat 14, Azhar 28898), Istanbul (Millet Ali Emiri 2743, Univ. Arab.
4082/1).
- A3 (p. 347) should be deleted since it coincides with AI.
- A4 (p. 347) should be A3. Add English title: Tables of Meridian
Altitude and Hour-Angle from the times of the ,?-uhr to the cA~r
prayers and from the cA~r prayer to Sunset and of the Duration of
Evening Twilight; [Tables] of Oblique Ascensions, Half the Day Arc,
and [Conversion between] Arabic and Coptic Dates.
- A5 (P. 347) should be A4. Add English title: Table of the Stations
of the Five Planets before Retrogradation and before Direct Motion.
- A6 and A7 (p. 347) should be replaced by A5 and A6, respectively.
- A5 (p. 347). Table of Right Ascensions from the Beginning of
Capricorn Called Meridian Ascensions (ladwal al-maraUC allalakiyya
min awwal aI-lady wa tusamma maraUC al-zawal) - Istanbul (SM
Bagdadli Vehbi 887/3).
- A6 (p. 347). Table of Solar Ephemerides for a longitude of 54° 51'
from the Coast of the Western Sea according to the New Observations
by Ulugh Beg (ladwal taqwfm aI-Shams !i-rill ND NA min safJil al-
BafJr al-Gharbi cala al-ra~ad al-jadfd !i-Ulugh Beg) - Istanbul (SM
Besir 674/2, Izmerli 758/17).
§ 1055. MUl;IAMMAD AL-AKH~A.~I
- A2 (p. 347). Add English title: Tables of the Solar Ephemerides for
Coptic and Arabic Years as well as Others. "Zalik" should be
"Dhalika" .
§ 1058. BAHA' AL-DIN AL-cA.MILI
- Ml (p. 348). Delete "Rashi (X 8, 10)".
- M4 (p. 349). Add: Revision of work with the same title (§ 845, M6,
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C.
p. 286) of al-Qushjl.
§ 1060. YONIs AL-RASHlDI
- Al (p. 350). "on Ten" should be "Ten".
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§ 1063. J;IUSAYN AL-KHALKHALI
- Ml (p. 351). "Baghdad (al-Matl:iaf al-CIraqI 7905/6)" should be
"Baghdad (7905/6)". Delete "Efendi". Delete "In Addition to those
stated above, 39 manuscript copies are mentioned in OALT" .
- A8 (p. 351). Add English title: Treatise on Lunar Mansions. "Esad
Efendi" should be "Esat".
§ 1071. AL-BURSAwI
"AL-BURSAWf, AI-BursawI" should be "cABD AL-RA~MAN AL-BURSAWf,
cAbd al-Rahman al-BursawI".
- M1 (p. 353). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Bursa (Haracc. 116811), Cairo(934), Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin
2324, SM Esat 316011, Hamid. 877, Mihrisah 340, Yusuf Aga 636/1;
Tech. Univ. 183), Manisa (6618/1).
§ 1073. MU~TAFA ISTANBiJLI
- Ml (p. 353). Delete "is mentioned in OM. The complete list is given
in OMLT". Add MSS : Istanbul (SM Sehid 1995-1996).
§ 1074. MUHAMMAD SHABRAMALLISI
- Ml (p. 353). "I<;Ia l:i" should be "I9al:i"".
- M3 (p. 353). Delete "Selection from".
- M5 (p. 353). "h'asib" should be "l:iasib".
§ 1075. MUHAMMAD AL-MANASHIRI
- Delete A2 (p. 354).
§ 1079. MUHAMMAD BADKOBI
- A2 (p. 354). "Chapters" should be "Sections".
§ 1080. MUHAMMAD AL-YAZDI
- Ml (p. 355). "Ayatallah" should be "Ayatollah".
- M2 (p. 355). "Essence" should be "Cream".
- A3 (p. 355). "AI-Zlj, al-ZIj" should be "ZIj".
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§ 1086. cABD AL-RAHIM AL-cAJAMl
- Al (p. 356). "AI-Zlj, al-ZIj" should be "ZIj". "20" should be "in
20".
§ 1091. AHMAD AL-TINBUKTI
- HS1 (p. 357). Add English title: Obtaining Joy from Embroidering
the Brocade.
§ 1093. MUHAMMAD ASTARABADI
"BAKIR" should be "BAQIR".
§ 1094. MUHAMMAD AL-cALAWANi
- M1 (p. 358). Delete "Commentary on M2".
§ 1096. cABD AL-RAHMAN AL-cUMRi'
- Al (p. 358). "Corum" should be "Chorum".
- A2 (p. 358). Add English title: Sources of Fruit on Lunar Mansions
(Manahil al-thamarj[manazil al-qamar). "is quoted in OALT" should
be "Hyderabad (Asaf 733)".
- A3 (p. 358). Add English title: Selected Knowledge on the Lunar
Crescent with a Mention of the Arabic Months. "is quoted in OALT"
should be "Hyderabad (Asaf 1183)".
A4 (p. 358). Add English title: Treatise of al-MurshidI. "is quoted in
OALT" should be "Cairo (Azhar. Halim 34495)".
- A5 (p. 358). Add English title: Poem on the Knowledge of Celestial
Bodies. "is quoted in OALT" should be "Thesalonika (971)".
§ 1111. cABD AL-wAHHAB KAWALALI-zADA
- AI (p. 361). Add: Correction of the Treatise on the Sine [Quadrant]
Called Fat~iyya (= Introductory) (I~la~ Risalat al-Mujayyab al-
Musamma bi 'l-Fat~iyya). A revision of work A7 by Sib! al-MaridlnI
(§ 873, pp. 295-296). "Esad Efendi" should be "Esat". "Arkeoloji
Muzesi" should be "ArM". Delete "is mentioned in KZ as".
- A2 (p. 361). Add English title: Treatise on the Quadrant Throne. "-
is quoted" should be "T - source is indicated".
- A3 (p. 361). Add English title: Commentary on "The Brilliant Stars
on the Use of the Almucantar Quadrant". "- is quoted" should be
"source is indicated". Commentary on work (§ 873, A21, p. 296) of
al-MaridlnI.
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C.
§ 1115. AIJMAD AL-DAWWARi
- El (p. 362). "Noble" shoud be "Beautiful".
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§ 1116. cALl AL-TAWASm
- Al (p. 362). "Princeton (Garr. 1016)" should be "Princeton (Yehuda
1016)" .
§ 1117. cABDALLAH AL-DAWWARi
- Al (p. 362). Add English title : Sufficient Instrument for the
Knowledge of Timekeeping.
§ 1121. MAI;IMiID AL-AWFI
- Al (p. 363). "Baghdad (al-Matlfaf al-CIraqI 5510)" should be
"Baghdad 5510". "AS 2690, SM Esad... Hamidiye 843" should be
"SM AS 2690, Esat 1970/1, Hamid. 843, Laleli 2135/5, YB 1348/3".
In addition to those stated above 18 manuscript copies are mentioned
in OALT.
- A2 (p.363). "AY" should be "Arab.". "Corum" should be
"Chorum".
§ 1127. CABD AL-RAHMAN ffiN cUTHMAN
"UTHMAN" should be "cUTHMAN" . "TY" should be "Turk.".
§ 1134. smHAB AL-DIN AL-QALYOBI
- A5 (p. 365). Add English title: Table of the Names of Stars, their
Risings, Declinations, Magnitudes, and Degrees.
- A6 (p. 365). Add English title: Treatise on the Science of
Timekeeping.
§ 1143. MULLA AL-AMIDI
- M1 (p. 366). Delete: The complete list is given in OMLT.
- A3 (p. 366). Add English title: Interrogations. "Esad....666/19"
should be "Esat 1143/19, Besir 666/19".
- A4 (p. 366). Add English title: Returning and Reception. "Esad...
666/20" should be "Esat 1143/20, Besir 666/20".
- A5 (p. 366). Add English title: Treatise on Lunar Mansions.
"Arkeoloji Muzesi" should be "ArM".
- A6 (p. 367). Add English title: Treatise on the Art of Calculating
Ephemerides. Add - T.
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§ 1145. I;IAJJl KHALIFA
- Ml (p. 367). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Delete:
"in KZ". Add MS : Istanbul (Kemankes 362/4)
- Al (p. 367). "Corun" should be "Chorum". Delete: "Ataturk Univ.
ASL". "Mahmud 1938" should be "Mahmud 1938, 6515". Delete:
"Haci ... 6515".
- Gl (p, 367). Delete (in "Supplement 1" p. 108) "List of MSS in
OCLT". Add MSS : Berlin (179, 4056), Istanbul (ArM 522, BU
Veliyeddin 2336, Millet Ali Emiri 90, NO 3003,3006,3270, SM AS
2604, Besir 111, Esat 609, 2043, Mihrisah 308, Murad Molla 1446,
Ragip 1061; TK Revan Kosk 1622-1624,1626 -1627,1629 -1630,
1651, Univ. Turk. 2693, 6615, 9589), Izmir (Milli 1602), London
(1038), Oxford (2089), Paris (Sup. 215), Vienna (1812).
- G2 (p. 367/. Add MSS : Istanbul (SM Esat 642,2170, TK Revan
Kosk 1194, Univ.Turk. 2625).
§ 1160. QUTB AL-DIN AL-QABBANi
- A2 (p. 370). "Garr" should be "Yehuda".
§ 1163. cABD AL-~IM AL-NABTiTi
- A2 (p. 370). Add English title: Brilliant Jewel on Timekeeping in
Night and Daytime.
§ 1164. MU~TAFA KATIB-zADA
- A2 (p. 371). Add English title: Revision of the Almanac of Shaykh
Wara'. "Vafa'iya" should be "Wara'iya". Improvement of work (§
842) of Shaykh al-Wara'I.
- A3 (p. 371). Sould be deleted since it coincides with G1.
- A4 (p. 371) should be A3. Ephemerides (Taqwlm) - Dublin (Beatty
Turk.454).
§ 1167. EVLIYA CHELEBI
- See (in "Supplement 1", p. 108) "NolO1-107" should be "101-107" .
- G1. delete (in "Supplement 1", p. 108) "List of MSS in OCLT (No
50)" . Add MSS: Istanbul (SM Besir 448-452, Hamid 963, Pertev 458-
462, TK Bagdad Kosk 300-308, Revan Kosk 1457-1460, Univ. Turk.
2371, 3234, 4141, 5939-5940, 5973), London (As. Soc. 22-23),
Manchester (Lind. 142), Vienna (1281).
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.l.C.
§ 1195. YONIs AL-QAzANi
"AL-KAzANI" should be "AL-QAzANI". "Kazan" should be "Qazan".
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§ 1196. MUSTAFA EFENDI
- MI (p. 377). Delete: The complete list is given in OMLT. Add MS:
Medina (CArif Hikmat 132/1).
- A3 (p. 377). Add English title: Treatise on the Sine Quadrant.
"is quoted in OALT" should be "Medina (CArif J:likmat 13212)".
§ 1204. MUl,IAMMAD QAzwiNi
- MeI (p. 379). "Test" should be "Balance".
§ 1209. IBRAHiM AL-QARAMANi
"Karaman" should be "Qaraman".
- Al (p. 380). Add English titles: Islamic Astronomy = Treatise on
SunnI Astronomy = Concise SunnI Astronomy = Book of Astronomy
according to the Method of Sunnites and People belonging to the
[Islamic] Community = Islamic Wisdom = Treatise on Astronomy
Based on [Islamic] J:ladith-s and Tradition = Book of Astronomy
Based on Islam and on the Words of Believers.
§ 1216. ABU'L-FATTAI;I AL-DANUSmRl
- A2 (p. 382). Add English titles: Jewel of the Soul on Determining
the Current Date and Obtaining the Solar Degree [on the Ecliptic]. "is
quoted in OALT" should be "Cairo (mlqat 627, 878, Azah Halim
3448, 3483).
§ 1223. cALl AL-ZAcTARl
- Al (p. 383). Add MS: Princeton (Yehuda 333).
- A2 (p. 383). Add English title: Astronomical Operations. "is quoted
in OALT" should be "Tehran (Senat 7572/35)"
§ 1225. AI;IMAD AL-TILIMsANi
- MI (p. 383). "Essence" should be "Cream".
§ 1227. MUl,IAMMAD AL-QATARl
- Al (p. 383). "[Commentary on]" should be "[Poem on]".
"Commentary (§I228, AI)" should be "There is a commentary on this
work: (§I228, AI, p. 384)".
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§ 1230. IBRA-HIM IBN MUl;IAMMAD
- A2. Add English title : Mirror of Celestial Spheres with the
Maximum Exactitude. "is quoted in OALT" should be "Istanbul
(Kandilli 403)".
§ 1231. MOsA AL-ABSHADI
- A2 (p. 384). Add English title : Correction of Opinions on
Operations [of Timekeeping] during Night and Day. "is mentioned in
OALT" should be "Cairo (Mustafli Fadi! 32)".
.. .
§ 1234. cABD ALLAH AL-MUNAwI
- A2 (p. 385). Add English title: Treatise on the Almucantar Quadrant.
"is mentioned in OALT" should be "Chorum (2206/5, 3012/7,
23278/8)" .
§ 1235. MU~TAFA IBN SUHRA.B
- A3 (p. 385) should be deleted since it coincides with A2.
§ 1267. ISMA.cIL AL-AMIDI
- Al (p. 392) "Essence" should be "Cream".
§ 1272. AI.JMAD BROSI
- Al (p. 393). Add MSS: Berlin (5872/4), Bursa (Haracc. 1165/1),
Istanbul (BU Veliyeddin 2283/3, Kandilli 54, Millet Ali Emiri 206/1,
SM Amca-zade 351, Esat 3536/2, Fatih 5319/7, Laleli 2727/1,
Reisulkuttab 576/1; Univ. Turk. 1749/1, 1913, 2722), Kastamonu
(790/1), Konya (Mevlana Muzesi 2905/1), Manchester (Lind.124),
Manisa (6590/3). Delete: "under the first title"; "the second title is
given in OALT".
- A2 (p. 393). "Esad Efendi" should be "Esat". Add MS: Medina
(CArif Hikmat 33/39).
§ 1285. MUl;IAMMAD AL-RUSTAci
"AL-RUSTAI" should be "AL-RUSTAcI". "adam" should be "Adam".
§ 1291. MUl;IAMMAD 1STAMBDLi
- M3 (p. 396) "is mentioned in OM. The complete list is given in
OMLT" should be "Istanbul (AM 3028, BU 9787, SM Esat 2010)".
- PhI (p. 396) add: Is mentioned in OM.
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.l.C. 51
§ 1312. cABD AL-I;IALlM AL-QAY~ARi
- A2 (p. 399). "Pertevniyal. .. Hamidiye" should be "Pertev 977, Esat
3769/4, Laleli 2725/2, YB 1353/3 Hamid.". "Aya Sofya...Arkeoloji
Muzesi" should be "AS 2622/4, Serez 3873/4; ArM". Delete: "In
addition to those stated above 29 manuscript copies are mentioned in
OALT". Add MSS : Ankara (Halk 225/13, Milli 2432/2, 4956/1),
Balikesir (596/1, 1200/25), Beirut (Amer. 520), Cairo (Azhar 7658,
8184), Istanbul (ArM 580/1, Kandill28/1,46, K6priilii 709110, Univ.
Arab. 6131), Kastamonu (1213/4, 177911), Konya (Bolge 326/1),
Manisa (6921/4, 7408/4), Medina (CArif I:Iikmat 128).
- A3 (p. 399). Delete: "is mentioned in OM". "Mingana" should be
"Birmingham" .
§ 1314. KHALlL FA'm EFENDi
- M1 (p. 399). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS : Istanbul (BU Zeliyeddin 2332/4, Kandilli 68, SM Esat 3172,
YB1304, Izmirli 473-474, 808110 ; TK Haz 600, Univ. Turk. 589).
- A3 (p. 399) should be deleted since it coincides with Ml.
- A4 (p. 399) should be A3. Add English title: Victories of CAHi' al-
DIn. Revision of work (§845, AI, p. 287) of QushjI.
- A5 (p. 399) should be A4. Add English title: Books on the Planets.
- A6 (p. 399) should be A5. Add English title: Ephemerides for Year
1127-1128. Add: "P", "Ephemerides for the Persian Solar year,
corresponding to year 1715 A.D.".
§ 1315. MUI;IAMMAD AL-DARENDEVi
- A2 (p. 399). Add English title : Treatise on the Knowledge of
Instruments for [Determining] Prayer Times. "2/2" should be "2/2-3".
"avqat" should be "awqat".
- A3 (P. 300) should be deleted since it coincides with A2.
§ 1320. MUI;IAMMAD YAZDi
- M1 (p. 400). "Essence" should be "Cream".
§ 1322. SAwAY JAY SINGH
- See (p. 400): Pingree [72].
§ 1323. RAMADAN AL-KHWANAKI
- A6 (p. 401). Delete: "The last title is mentioned in OALT".
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- AB (p. 401). "for the Year (1139 h)" should be "Observed by New
Observations at the Beginning of Year 1139". "li sanat" should be "al-
mar~ada bi 'l-ra~ad al-jadfd li awwal sana". Star catalogue for 1726.
-A 16 (p. 401). Add English title: Achievement of the Aim in
Operations with the Moon. "Bulagh al-Watarjral-" should be "Bulagh
al-Warar jr'l-". "Cairo... (34017)" should be "Istanbul (SM Harput
34017)". Add: Revision of work (§888, A19, p. 302) of al-~l1fi al-
Mistl with the same title.
- A17 (p. 401). Replace "ladwal lfi~a~ ma bayna al-Markaz li al-
Da'ir wa ikhtilaf al-Man?-ar cala U~al Ulugh Beg" by "ladwal ~i~a~
ma bayna'l-markazayn li 'l-da 'ir wa jadwalani li 'khtila! .. ". Add
English title: Tables of Arguments of Eccentricity for the [Rotating]
Circle and two Tables of Parallax according to the Principles of Ulugh
Beg.
- A18 (p. 401). Add English title: Tables of Resolution of the Lots
according to the Principles of Ulugh Beg. It is, probably, a revision
of work (§888, A21) of al-~l1fi al-Mi~rI, with a similar title.
- A19 (p. 401). Replace "ladwal ai-Mal al-Thanf Daqa'iq Ulugh Beg
by "ladwal al-mayl al-thanf ~asaba daqa'iq Ulugh Beg" Add English
title: Tables of the Second Declination according to the Minutes [of the
Argument] of Ulugh Beg.
- A20 (p. 401). Add English title: Tables of the Mean Positions of
Planets.
- A21 (p. 401). Add English title: Discussions on the Methods of
Drawing Inclined [Sundials] according to Ulugh Beg. "NO 2904/4"
should be "NO 2904/2".
- A22 (p. 401). Add English title: Treatise on the Knowledge of the
Time-Arc which has Rotated [since Sunrise] and the Hour Angle and
how to Trace the Hour Lines and the Lines of the Hour Angles on
Planes Parallel to the Horizon.
- A23 (p. 401). Add English title: Treatise on the Hour Angles in
Horizontal and Inclined [Sundials].
- A24 (p. 401). Add English title: Degrees [of Solar Altitude]
Subtended [by the Shadow] in the Determination of the Arcs of the
cA~r and the cA~r of Abl1 l:Ianlfa. Treatise on the time of the ca~r
according to the common opinion and according to the opinion of the
jurist Abl1 l:Ianlfa.
§ 1327. AScAD AL-YANYAWi
"YANYALI" should be "YANYAVI".
A Second Supplement to M.A.S.I.C.
- See (p. 402): "KAYA (1)" should be "Kaya [1]".
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§ 1331. DAwOD AL-QAR~I
- A2 (p. 403). Add English title: Commentary on the Treatise on the
Almucantar Quadrant.
§ 1332. IBRA-HiM ERZURUMI
- A3 (p. 403). "Calculations" should be "Determinations". "Tehran"
should be "Ankara".
- A4 (p. 403). "Tehran" should be "Ankara".
- AS (p. 403). "Calculating" should be "Determining". Add: P.
- A6 (p. 403). Add English title: Selections on the Moon. Add: T.
Delete: "Kiitiiphane FB", "Atatiirk Universitesi SA". "187/3" should
be "287/3".
- A7 (p. 403). Add English title: Book on Difficulties. Add: T. Delete:
"Kiitiiphane FB. No", "Atatiirk Universitesi SA". Add: Treatise on
difficult problems of astronomy.
- A8 (p. 403). Add English title: Poem on the Distances of the Twelve
(?) Planets. Add: P. Delete: "Kiitiiphane FB". Add: It is, probably, a
poem on visible angular distances between the 12 brightest fixed stars.
- A9 (p. 403). Add English title: Treatise on the Astrolabe. Add: T.
"RisiHa-i" should be "Risa:Ie-yi". "is mentioned" should be "Sources
about MSS are mentioned".
- AIO (p. 403). Add English title: Book on the Year. Add: T. Delete:
"Kiitiiphane FB. No".
- All (p. 403) should be deleted since it coincides with A3.
- A12 (p. 403) should be All. Add English title: Islamic Astronomy
Add: T. "is mentioned" should be "Sources about MSS are
mentioned" .
§ 1336. MUHAMMAD AL-HAMfDi
. .
- Al (p. 404). Delete: "Kiitiiphane A", "Garrett (2797)".
"Atatiirk... Fakultesi" should be "Ilah.". "B6lge Yazma Eserler" should
be "B6Ige". "Yazma Bagislar" should be "YB".
- A2 (p. 404). "Yazma Bagislar. .. Esad Efendi" should be "YB 734/2,
2606, Esat". Delete: "In addition to those stated above 240 manuscript
copies are mentioned in OALT". Add MSS :Afyon (17210/2), Amasya
(913/6), Ankara (Milli 2921/2, 4819/6), Baghdad (6861/2, 8311/3),
Balikesir (505/7, 1274), Burdur (1791/6), Bursa (Hiiseyin Chelebi
757), Chorum (2997/4,5520/3), Cankiri (238/1), Diyarbakir (984/3,
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173114, Edirne (Selim 70111), Erzurum (18857, Ilah 904/4), Istanbul
(ArM 58012, 591/1, 1257/2, BU 4627/3, Ali Emiri 2762, 4453/12,
462212; Kandilli 28/3,60, Koprulu 340/1, Muallim Cevdet K 537, SM
Ziya Bey 226/1, Univ. Arab. 371512), Konya (Koyunoglu 11652),
Manisa (1704/1,2952/11,2981/7,6713/4,7408/3).
- A3 (p. 404). Add English title: Treatise on the Circles of the Months
and Tables of Semidiameters. "is mentioned in OALT" should be
"Istanbul (SM Esat 3769/7)"
§ 1337. AJ1MAD AL-QAYRAWANI
- Al (p. 404). Add: Probably a commentary on work (§247, AI, p.
94) of al-Sayfi.
§ 1340. cABD AL-LATIF AL-DIMASHQI
- A4 (p. 405). Add English title: A Word of Advise on the Knowledge
of the Universal Tympanum. "bi al" should be "biT'. "is mentioned
in OALT" should be "Cairo (Azhar 19985)".
§ 1341. YOSUF AL-KILARJl
- A2 (p. 405). "1<;1a If" should be "1<;1aIf".
- A4 (p. 405). Add English title: Tables of the Hour Angle of the Sun,
the Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury and Other
Tables for Calculation. "AI-Shams" should be "AI-Shams wa'l-Qamar"
- A5 (p. 405). Add English title: Treasury of Victories on Drawing
Hour Lines on Planes. "AY" should be "Arab.".
- A6 (p. 405). Book on Shadows and on Drawing Inclined and
Horizontal Sundials and Planes. "Tullab", "wa'l-Mazawin" should be
"Zilal" , "al-Mazawil".
- A7 (p. 405). Add English title: Introduction to the Knowledge of
Ephemerides of the Planets Using the New Observations made in
Samarkand for a Longitude of 54 ;550 • "Tl11 "adna"" should be Tl11 ND
NH". "TalCat rnIqat 95" should be "Cairo (TalCat rnIqat 95)".
- A8 (p. 405). Add English title: Ephemerides for Year 1145.
"Ambrosiana volume 83" should be "Milan (83)".
§ 1344. MAJ;IMfID EFENDI
- See (p. 406). Delete: "OM mentions his works".
- Al (p. 406). Add: Ankara (Milli 4502/2).
- A2, A3, A4, A5 (p. 406): Add: "- is mentioned in OM".
- A6 (p. 406). Add English title: Properties of Ephemerides. "is
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mentioned in OALT" should be "T - is mentioned in OM".
- A7 (p. 406). Add English title: Ma~miId's [Treatise] on the Use of
the Dastur Quadrant. "fi al" should be "fiT'; "is mentioned in OALT"
should be "Baghdad (11220/7), Istanbul (SM Husrev 259/6,
Univ.Arab. 2895/9)".
§ 1347. RAGIllB WAZIR
- El (p. 406). "Ship" should be "Raghib's Ship". "Printed in Bulaq
1839" should be "Edition: Ragihb Wazlr [1]".
§ 1348. MU~TAFA ~IDQI
- Ml (p. 406). Add English title: Book on the Construction of the
Circle Divided into Seven Equal Parts. Delete: "The complete list is
given in OMLT". Add MS: Cairo (Mu~!afli Fa<;lil mIqat ··riya<;la
41/14).
- M2 (p. 407). Add English title: Treatise on the Science of Algebra
and Almucabala. Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MS : Istanbul (SM YB 1347/8).
- M3 (p. 407). Add English title: Treatise on Surface Measuring. Add:
T. "The complete list is given in OMLT" should be "is mentioned in
OM".
- M4 (p. 407). Add English title: Exposition of al-BIriInI's Book on
Obtaining Arcs in a Circle. Delete: "The complete list is given in
OMLT". Add MS : Cairo (Mu~!afa Fa<;lil mIqat - riya<;la 41/11). Add:
Exposition of work (§ 348, M4, p. 146) of al-BIriInI.
- A2 (p. 407). Add English title: A Treatise on Astronomy. "- is
mentioned in OALT" should be "T - Manchester (Lind 647)". Treatise
on the motion of planets.
- A3 (p. 407) should be "Cycles of Conjunction and Opposition"
(Dawa'ir-i IjtimaC wa Istiqbal Rasm wa-Isticmal). T - Edirne (560/7).
§ 1349. IBRAHiM AL-I;IALABI
- See (p. 407) - Delete "OALT (474)".
- Al (p. 407). Add Arabic title: Risala fl'l-Mas 'ala al-Muqabala fl
Awwal SharIJ al-Jaghmfnr li'l-Qaq,f-7i1da.
§ 1350. HUSAYN HUsNi
. .
- A2 (p. 407). Add English title: Little [Treatise] on the Science of
Astronomy. "(1325. . .491" should be "T - Kastamonu (1325)".
- A3 (p. 407) should be "Translation of the ZIj by Lalande (Tarjama-yi
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Zij-i Lalanda). T - Istanbul (Kandilli 193,231,360,409,456/1,492,
505, Muallim Cevdet 151, Univ. Turk. 5553, Tip 556). Delete: "In
addition to those stated above 17 manuscript copies are mentioned in
OALT".
- A4 (p. 407) should be deleted since 1230-1231 h. is 1912 A.D. and
this work should be (§ 1425, AI) of a scholar with the same name.
§ 1351. cUTHMAN AL-MUHTADI
- MMel (p. 407). "Garr" should be "Yehuda". Delete "The complete
list is given in OMLT". Add MSS: Baghdad (Awqaf 6296), Cairo
(riya~a 695, TalCat riya~a 137), Istanbul (AM 3027), Kandilli (65),
Medina (CArif J:Iikmat 2279). "Description of the manuscript" should
be "Description of the Princeton manuscript".
§ 1354. MUHAMMAD MUNAJJIMAK
- A2 (p. 408). Add English title: Collection of Horoscopic Predictions
for Year 1072. "Majmi.Fa-i" should be "MajmiiCa-yi". Add P.
Horoscopic predictions for the Hijra year 1072/1661-62 A.D.
- A3 (p. 408). Add English title: Ephemerides of Planets for Year
1075. "Taqwlm-i" should be "Taqwlm". Add: Planetaryephemerides
for the Arabic Lunar year corresponding to 1664-65 A.D.
- A4 (p. 408) should be "Ephemerides for Hijra Year 1076 (1076
Rijral Yilr Taqwrmi). T - Istanbul (Kandilli 165/1). Calendar for the
Arabic Lunar year corresponding to 1665-66 A.D.
§ 1355. I1USAYN AL-MAJ.lALLi
- Ml (p 408). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Cairo (Mu~tata Fa~il riya~a 24, Azhar. 45624), Istanbul (SM
Kilic 680). "Cover" should be "Veils".
- M2 (p. 408). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Aleppo (Waqf. 873), Alexandria (Balad. 467, 3657, 3965,
4510), Balikesir (83), Beirut (Amer. 511), Birmingham (981), Cairo
(Azhar 9211, 16253,42099,42773,46103,53658), Leeds (38), Paris
(2463/2).
§ 1357. cABD AL-cAZiz AL-WAZZANI
- Al (p. 408). Add: There is a commentary: (§ 1360, AI, p. 409) by
al-cHmI.
A Second Supplement to M.A.S./.C.
§ 1361. MUHAMMAD AL-BANNA.Ni
"BANNANI" should be "AL-BANNANI".
- Al (p. 409). Delete "The complete list is given in OMLT".
§ 1365. MUSTAFA. AL-TAcI
.. .
- Ml (p. 409). "Garr" should be "Yehuda".
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§ 1368. MUHAMMAD AL-AHSA.Cj
. .
- Al (p. 411). Add MSS: Baghdad (8716/1, 10582), Cairo (Azhar
l:IalIm 34779).
- A2 (p. 411). Add English title: Table.
- A3 (p. 411) should be deleted.
§ 1369. CABDALLA.H AL-MAWSILI
- A2 (p. 411). Add English title: Clarification of Understanding of the
Commentary on "The Explanation of the Celestial Spheres"; "is
mentioned in OALT" should be "Baghdad (3666, 4439, 4536/1,8453,
8677, 15836/1, 18917, 30278), Istanbul (Univ. Arab. 2466/2), Paris
(6679).
§ 1373. IBRAHiM AL-KHALWATI
- Al (p. 411). "Garr." should be "Yehuda".
§ 1377. AHMAD AL-SUJAcl
- Al (p. 412). "Garrett" should be "Yehuda".
- A3 (p. 412). Add MS: Cairo (falak-riya<;la 3980).
- A4 (p. 412). Add MS: Cairo CfalCat 213).
§ 1378. MAWLA.NA. cALl QURI-ZA.DA
- Al (p. 412) "(Hey'e 7)" should be "(hay'a 7)".
§ 1380. MUHAMMAD AL-MUKHALLALATI
"(18th c.)" should be "(d. 1792)" .
- Al (p. 412) "(No 750)" should be "(§ 750, A3)" (p. 254).
- A2 (p. 412). Add English title: Victory of the Merciful in the
Abridgement of the Sultan's ZIj. "ZIj-i" should be "ZIj al-". "Is
mentioned in OALT" should be "- Damascus (~ahir. 8875)".
Abridgement of work (§ 816, AI, pp. 278-279) by Ulugh Beg.
- A3 (p. 412). "aICAtir" should be "al-cA.tir". Add English title:
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Diffusion of Perfumes in the Resolution [of Problems] in Ibn al-
Shatir's ZIj. "Is mentioned in OALT" should be "- Damascus (~ahir.
7976)". Commentary of work (§ 750, A3, p. 254) by Ibn al-Shatir.
- A4 (p. 412). Add English title: Explanation of Indications for the
Computation of Lunar Eclipses and Crescents. "Taw4r~ al-Ahilla"
should be "Taw4r~ al-Adilla". "Is mentioned in OALT" should be " -
Baghdad (84)".
§ 1383. CABBAS WASIM
- Al (p. 413). "Izmirli (... 26755)" should be "Izmir (Milli 21)".
"Tavsanli (... 291)" should be "Kutahya (291)".
- A2 (p. 413). Add English title: Teatise on Crescent Visibility. "Is
mentioned in OALT" should be "Istanbul (Kandilli 146)".
- A3 (p. 413). Add English title: Translation of al-BirjandI's Book on
Solar and Lunar Eclipses. "wa al" should be "wa'l". "Is mentioned in
OALT" should be "T - Istanbul (SM YB 2062/14)".
§ 1384. ~ALII;I AL-l\flcMARI
- Al (p. 413). "Great Table ...al-kablr)" should be "Great Table by the
Method of Sines (al-Jadwal al-kabfr bi-rarrq al-jayb).
- A2 (p. 413). Add English title: Astronomical Tables. "fi al" should
be "fiT'. "Bankipor 2647" should be "Patna (2647)". "Rasathanesi. ..
Muzesi" should be "(1), ArM".
- A3 (p. 413). Add English title: Tables of Altitude. Add T.
- A4 (p. 413). "al-Muqantara" should be "al-Muqantarat". Add
English title: Tables of Almucantars. "SM Veliyuddin" should be "BD
Velieddin".
- A5 (p. 413). Add English title: Tables of Ephemerides. Add T.
Delete "BTTAM"
- A6 (p. 413). Add English title: Table of First Declination, Distance
measured along the diameter and General Basis (?); Table of Half of
the Equation [of Daylight] as a function of the Maximum [Solar]
Altitude for any Latitude. "li-car4" should be "li-car4 ma". "Erzurum
(... 18935/2)" should be "Erzurum (18935/2)".
- A7 (p. 413). Add English title: Ephemerides of ~alil.1 EfendI.
- A8 (p. 413). Add English title: Table for Inclined and Horizontal
[Sundials] .
- A9 (p. 413). Add English title: Abridgement of the Table of ~alil.1
EfendI.
- A10 (p. 413). Add English title: Register of Astronomical Numbers
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in Order to Compute the Drawings [of Instrument Projections] for any
Country. "Ezheriyye" should be "Azhar". "Topkapi Hazine" shold be
"TK Haz".
- All (p. 413). Add English title: A Useful Text for Adapting the
Quadrant for [the Determination] of Equal Hours. Delete "Ill Kisim".
- A12 (p. 413). Add English title: A Rule for Examining Hours Used
by Common People. Add T. Delete "Ill Kisim".
- A13 (p. 414). Add English title: Rule for [Finding] the Hours which
Correspond [to a Given Solar Altitude]. Delete "Ill Kisim".
- A14 (P. 414). Add English title: [Treatise on] Abstention [of Eating
and Drinking and Beginning of Fasting during the Month of
Rama4an]. Add T.
§ 1385. MU1JAMMAD JIHANGIRl
- Al (p. 414). "[Astronomical Tables]" should be "Abridgement ofthe
Great Tables Compiled by ~alil~ al-MiCmarI (Ikhti~iir al-Jadwal al-
Kabrr li-$iiliIJ al-Mi'man) T".
- A2 (p. 414). Add English title: Differense between True and Visible
Horizons. "Is mentioned in OALT" should be "Baghdad (Awqaf
12248)" .
- A3 (p. 414). Add English title: Simplification of the Seven Planets.
§ 1387. MU1JAMMAD MUFTI-ZADA
- A2 (p. 414). Add English title: Poem on Definitions of the Sphere.
Add T.
- A3 (p. 414). Add English title: Table of the Hours Corresponding to
Oblique [Solar?] Ascensions for Any Latitude. "cA~rima" should be
"Ar4in ma". "Esad Efendi" should be "Esat".
- A4 (p. 414). Add English title: Treatise on the Difference between
the Hours of Evening Twilight and Sunset. "ft al" should be "fiT'.
"Esad Efendi" should be "Esat".
- A5 (p. 414). Add English title: Treatise on Drawing Celestial Circles
on the Almucantar Quadrant. "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz.".
- A6 (p. 414). Add English title: Treatise on the Almucantar Quadrant.
Add T. "Topkapi Hazine" should be "TK Haz.".
- A7 (p. 414). Add English title: Treatise on the ShakkazI Quadrant.
§ 1390. ISMAciL GALANBAWi
- See (p. 415): Add Zaki [2] (11 301).
- Ml (P. 415). "Sides of a Triangle" should be "Treatise on the Sides
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of Triangles ". "muthallathiH" should be "Muthallathat-i Risalasi". Add
MSS : Ankara (Milli 145/1), Cairo (TalCat mIqat 211/4, riya<;la Turk.
9), Istanbul (Kandilli 356, SM Husrev 241, Yusuf Aga 641 ; Univ.
Tip 594/2), Tirana (1). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT".
- M2 (p. 415). Delete: "The complete list is given in OMLT". Add
MSS: Cairo (TalCat riya<;la Turk. 5 ), Giresun (3636), Istanbul (BU
4516, Ali Emiri 40, Kandilli 79/2, 218, 232, Muallim Cevdet
K16312), SM Mahmud 5720), Izmir (Milli 23).
- M3 (p. 415). "in OMLT" should be "in the extant MSS". Add MSS:
Ankara (Milli 14512), Berlin (quart 1418), Cairo (TalCat riya<;la Turk.
9), Istanbul (ArM 603, 619, BU 4494, Ali Emiri 111122, 111128,
Kandilli 79/1, 85, SM Esat 3160, Kasideci-zade 450, Nuri 159; TK
Emanci 1990, Haz. 589. Univ. Turk. 1592, 2674).
- A9 (p. 415). Add English title: Principles of the Tables of
Sexagesimal Ratios. "in OALT" should be "in Zaki [2]".
- AlO (p. 415). "li Tabyrnfthi Jam( al-Maqa~id" should be "li-tabyrn
~al tura ft-hi jam( al-maqa~id". Add English title: Book on
Observational Places to Explain How Are Seen [from them] All Kinds
of Objects. Delete "al-MatQaf al-cIraqI". "Corum" should be
"Chorum". "Esad ... Ay" should be "Esat 2012/1, 2014/2; Kandilli
3/1, 6/1, 61, 415/5; Univ. Arab.". "Cerrah... Muzesi" should be
Univ. Tip 594/4; BU 4643/4, TK Haz. 462, ArM". "Garrett (3275)"
should be "Princeton (Yehuda 3275)".
- All (p. 415). Add English title: Treatise on Drawing Horizontal
[Sundials] Using Arithmetic and a Scale.
- A12 (p. 415). Add English title: Treatise on the Sphere.
§ 1407. ISI,IAQ EFENDi
- M1 (p. 418). Add MS: Istanbul (SM Husrev 254). Delete: "The
complete list is given in OMLT".
- M2 (p. 418). Delete: "Under the first title, the second title is given
in OMLT".
Add:
- M3: Rules of Drawing (Qawacid-i Rassamiyya) T. - Istanbul (Univ.
Turk. 6829).
- Al (p. 418). Add T. "(Teknik Univ. BTTAM 25)" should be
"(Tech. Univ. 25)".
- A2 (p. 418) should be "Treatise on the Sphere (Kura Risalasi) T. -
is mentioned in OM".
- A3 (p. 418). Add English title: Treatise on the Sine [Quadrant].
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"Risalat" should be "Risala-yi". Add T. Add MSS: Istanbul (Kandilli
34512, Univ. Turk. 714/2).
- A4 (p. 418) should be deleted since it coincides with Al.
* Add (p. 420)
§ 1425. I;IUSAYN I;IUSNl (I;IUSEYN I;IUSNl)
!:Iusayn !:IusnI EfendI (19th - 20th c.). Ottoman astronomer.
- See: OALT (581-584).
- Al. Ephemerides for Year 1230 -1231 (Taqwrm Sat 1230-1231) P-
Istanbul (Kandilli 24). Calendar for the Persian Solar year
corresponding to year 1912 A.D.
MANUSCRIPT LIBRARIES
ALBANIA
- Tirana: Public Library. Catalogue: "Fihris al-Albaniyya" [1].
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
- Mostar: State Archives.
CYPRUS
- Leucosia (Lefkosa): 11. Ma~mud kiittiphanesi (Ma~mud 11 Library).
GERMANY
- Berlin: IGMN should be "former IGMN". Add: Now this library is in
the Library of Humboldt Universitat.
GREECE
- Thesalonika: Selanik ~ubayhiyya Ktittiphanesi (~ubay~iyya Library).
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IRAN
- Hamadan: A~madiyya Library.
- Qumm: Ayatolla Residence.
- Shiraz: Collection of Dr. N. Visa!.
- Yazd:
- "Library: Shirwani [I]" should be "Catalogue. Shirvani [I]".
- Waziri Library.
IRAQ
- Baghdad: - HE - Hasan Engurlu Library.
- Mosul:
- Madrasat HmiC al-NabI.
- al-Madrasa al-Ri<:iwaniyya.
- Najaf: Ayatollah Residence
ITALY
- Bologna: Biblioteca de Marsigli
JAPAN
- Tokyo: University Library.
KUWAYT
Kuwayt: Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyya
MOROCCO
Rabat: I:Iasan - I:Iasaniyya Library.
PAKISTAN
Lahore: Panjab Public Library
RUSSIA
"Ufa (Ofo)" should be "Ufa (Ofo)".





Barcelona: Universidad de Barcelona, Departamento de FiIologia Arabe.
TURKEY
Adana: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Afyon: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Amasya: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Ankara:
- Cebeci Library.
- II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
- Ismail Pasha Library (Faculty of Languages, History, and
Geography).
Antalya: Akseki kiitiiphanesi.
Balikesir: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Burdur: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Bursa: Hiiseyin Chelebi Library.
Carkiri: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Chorum: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
Edirne: II Halk kiitiiphanesi (City Public Library).
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- lfashiya cala Kitab al-Majis(f - § 808, A2a (not A2).
- K. ft cilm al-awqat bi'l-IJisab - § 696, A13.
- Iqti(af al-anwar min rawq.at al-azhtir - § 790, A3.
- R.- yi Jabr u Muqabala - § 821, M3.
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- RiIJla - § 865, HS 1.
- SharIJ al-Mukhta~ar al-fialaIJiyya ft cilm al-lfisab - § 808,
M8.
- SharIJ al-Risala li'l-lfusayn - § 808, M9.
Delete ("Suplement 1" p. 139): "R. ft makan wa-~ifr- PH9 in § 198".
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